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Gifted Resources
Making ALL Kids Smarter: Strategies That Help
All Students Reach Their Highest Potential
John DeLandtsheer • 9781742399089

John DeLandtsheer brings 40 years of experience as a
teacher, administrator, and gifted education specialist to
this motivating resource that clearly explains why and how
teachers must raise the bar for all students. He provides
speciﬁc strategies for differentiating instruction within the
general classroom to challenge all learners with more
rigorous content and creativity. The book provides a broad
selection of exercises, activities and lesson plans that
work together to create more motivating and engaging
learning experiences for all students.

CO9089 • $32.95

Interventions for the Gifted Student
Vowery Dodd Carlile, Cecelia Boswell • 9781742396897

Gifted and Talented learners also struggle, but they
struggle in a different way. They struggle against
sameness, repetitive content and practice, and boredom
borne from learning that is inappropriate in strategy
and content. This resource reviews the Response to
Intervention (RTI) process as it applies to gifted/talented
learners. This resource for educators includes: Best
Practices for Differentiation, Research-based Strategies,
Classroom Management Strategies for Differentiation,
Products and Their Assessment, and Forms. Examples for
different year levels are included with each strategy. This
book explains how to use the 5Es of learning • engage, explore, explain, elaborate and
evaluate • to challenge gifted students.

EIM3605 • $32.95

Making Great Kids Greater: Easing the
Burden of Being Gifted
Dorothy Sisk • 9781742399171

This book provides educators with a window into the world
of the gifted child, discusses how to develop the talents of
gifted children with consideration for their unique needs,
and suggests ways to help great kids become greater.
Written by gifted education expert Dorothy A. Sisk, this
practical resource offers techniques, strategies, and
lessons to help gifted students bridge the gap between
their cognitive and social-emotional development. Showing
how to support learners who may experience difﬁculties
associated with excitabilities identiﬁed by psychologist Kazimierz Dabrowski. Making
Great Kids Greater helps parents, teachers, and counselors of gifted children ensure
students’ emotional well-being and enable them to reach their full potential.

CO9171 • $35.95

Teaching Advanced Learners in the
General Education Classroom

Parallel Curriculum Units for Science,
Years 6-12
Jeanne Purcell, Jann Leppien • 9781742391243

Based on the best-selling book The Parallel Curriculum,
this professional development resource gives multifaceted
examples of rigorous learning opportunities for science
students in Years 6 - 12. The four sample units revolve
around genetics, the convergence of science and society,
the integration of English and biology, and the periodic table.
The editors and contributors provide user-friendly methods
for creating more thoughtful lessons and show how to
differentiate them for the beneﬁt of all students. Included
are ﬁeld-tested strategies that guide students through. Exploring the nature of knowledge;
Discovering connections between science and other subjects; Connecting science to
society through the study of genetics, historic events, literature and chemistry.

CO1243 • $39.95

S.E. von Fremd, Joan Franklin Smutny • 9781742399072

Many teachers ask: What do I do for students who ﬁnish
their work before everyone else? Is there anything I can
use that doesn’t require me to read a long textbook with
complicated instructions? If you would like to do more
for gifted students and need simple strategies that you
can use tomorrow, this book is for you. Inside are helpful
methods for challenging students who need more than the
regular curriculum can provide. The authors’ strategies
can be tailored to beneﬁt students of varying abilities.
The lessons are easy to integrate, consistent with curriculum standards and described
in practical terms. You will also ﬁnd ready-to-use reproducibles, helpful vignettes and
additional resources for differentiating instruction so that all students are challenged to
reach their potential.

CO9072 • $38.95

Active Lessons for Active Brains:
Teaching Boys and Other Experiential
Learners, Grades 3-10

Parallel Curriculum Units for Years P-6
Marcia ImBeau • 9781742391250

How would classrooms be different if curriculum could
be qualitatively differentiated so that learners not only
accumulate information, but also experience the power
of knowledge? The empirically based Parallel Curriculum
Model shows teachers how to create a meaningful,
emotive and engaging curriculum that helps children apply
what they learn to their lives. Each chapter offers speciﬁc
unit and lesson plans created by master primary teachers
that can be put into practice immediately. All students
should have the opportunity to beneﬁt from multifaceted
learning experiences, and this inspiring book gives educators the methods to make it
happen. The text is rich with vignettes, visuals, samples and assessment tools.

CO1250 • $42.95

Sandra Boyd Allison, Caitlin Zimmerman McKenzie, Abigail Norﬂeet
James • 9781742391212

If you’re tired of repeating yourself to students who aren’t
listening, try a little less talk and a lot more action with this
ready-to-use collection of mathematics, English, science
and classroom management strategies. Designed for
active, hands-on learners - whether male or female - the
text provides more than seventy speciﬁc lesson plans
for addressing students’ common challenges, already
differentiated to match their experiential learning style. This resource contains a wealth
of examples, visuals and material that can be easily reproduced in the classroom.
Suitable for upper primary to secondary school students, lesson plans can be readily
adapted to suit your curriculum. If you’re ready for a solution that works, dive into this
book and get moving!

CO1212 • $39.95

Solving Logic Problems, Years 4-7
Sue Jeweler, Marion Finkbinder, Jim McAlpine, Betty Weincek
• 9781742397047

In this book, students learn how to apply logic strategies
to a variety of problem-solving activities that call for
deductive, inductive, convergent and divergent thinking.
Included are grid puzzles, pattern problems, syllogisms
and other differentiated activities in Numerical, Verbal
and Visual-Spatial Logic. An Extensions section provides
additional experiences in applying logic. Years 4 - 7.

EIM7047 • $32.95
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Gifted Resources
Under the Fairytale Tree

Enigmas

Vowery Dodd Carlile • 9781742396910

Vowery Dodd Carlile • 9781742397030

This book uses ten popular fairytales to build important
reading and comprehension skills by teaching children
to read, think and write critically and creatively. Each
unit begins with a summary of the story and questions
based upon the six levels of Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy
of Educational Objectives: Remembering, Understanding,
Applying, Analysing, Evaluating and Creating. These
are followed by independent project ideas developed to
encourage creative thinking and writing. The fairytales
covered in Under the Fairytale Tree are: Snow White and
the Seven Dwarves, Sleeping Beauty, Red Riding Hood, The Princess and the Pea, Jack
and the Beanstalk, Rumpelstiltskin, Cinderella, Jorinda and Joringel, Hansel and Gretel
and The Little Match Girl.

In this book students will have the opportunity to
investigate, learn and create as they work through an
enigma unit. This resource contains stories about eight
enigmas: the Marfa Lights, the Pyramids, the Bermuda
Triangle, the Lost Colony on Roanoke Island, Atlantis,
Stonehenge, the Loch Ness Monster and the Nazca
Lines. Each story is followed by discussion questions
creative questions, and learning centre activities that
provide challenges for your gifted students as well as your
on-level students covering the levels of Bloom s Revised
Taxonomy. There is also a research unit which includes the
steps to a successful research project and how to implement the unit.

EIM7030 • $32.95

EIM6910 • $24.95

Think Big, Start Small: How to Differentiate
Instruction in a Brain-Friendly Classroom

Promoting Academic Achievement Among
English Learners

Martha Kaufeldt, Gayle Gregory • 9781742399263

Differentiation is the core of the art and science of teaching.
However, even masters of this art may not be effective in the
classroom if they don’ have a basic understanding of how
the human brain grows, develops and learns. To successfully
implement differentiation strategies, educators must design
and orchestrate a brain-compatible environment. Think Big,
Start Small pares down the vast ﬁeld of neuroscience and
provides educators with the brain basics needed to create a
classroom that enhances learning. This book provides neuroscience research on learning,
attention, memory, emotions and stress.

SOT9263 • $27.95

Gifted Students in the School Context
Michael Pohl • 9781743300152

This book is designed to help you better understand
the speciﬁc learning needs of students with exceptional
potential or who demonstrate abilities well beyond those
of their peers - the gifted student. It aims to provide
important information for teachers and leaders with
limited knowledge or experience with gifted students. The
book opens with changing views about what it means to
be gifted, and goes on to explore a range of observable
behaviours and characteristics.

HB0152 • $21.95

Talent Management in Education
9781742391359

Talent management is a critical factor in developing
successful organisations. There is a need for organisations
to develop ‘talent pools’ of great staff for the future
direction and leadership of our schools. This book explains
the key concepts and provides frameworks for leaders to
apply ideas of talent management in their organisations.
Focus on talent management and how this contributes
to other strategic objectives, such as building a high
performance learning environment and building leadership
in depth in the school. In showing how to develop talented
individuals for roles and responsibilities in new conﬁgurations of schools and leadership.

Rhoda Coleman, Claude Goldenberg • 9781742395883

An ever increasing number of English Language Learners
are now being taught in Australian schools. It is thus
crucial for educators to have a solid understanding of what
research says about the improvement and achievement
of English Language Learners. This valuable resource
discusses bilingual education and using a student’s home
language in instruction where possible. It also discusses
how to create an academic environment that is conducive
to success for English learners, as well as the sociocultural factors that play a role in ELL students achievement. Use this fantastic resource
to help the English Language Learners in your school achieve success in the classroom
and beyond!

CO5883 • $39.95

24 Real World Maths Investigations That
Will Astound Teachers and Students
Luke Zaccaro. Edward Zaccaro • 9781742396163

Maths is seldom taught as a fascinating and powerful
aspect of everyday life. These real-world investigations
will engage students in the relevance of maths as
revealed by the danger of short-term loans, the potential
consequences of maths mistakes in the media and the
possibility of lying with statistics. Maths topics explored
within these real-life investigations include trigonometry,
algebra, fractions, statistics, probability, conversions and
more. Each investigation is clearly explained at the start of
the chapter, and followed by practice problems organised by level: Level 1 (easy), Level
2 (somewhat challenging, Level 3 (challenging), and Einstein Level (very challenging).
Detailed solutions and answers to each problem using relevant strategies can be found
at the back of the book.

HGP6163 • $65.00

Real World Algebra

SA1359 • $44.95

Edward Zaccaro • 9781742396132

Becoming a Problem Solving Genius
This book teaches fourteen problem solving techniques,
including the 2-10 Method, Sometimes You Must Subtract,
Venn Diagrams, Language of Algebra, Solving Equations,
Solving Algebra Problems, Logic, Permutations and
Understanding Bases. There are also maths contests
for practice and competition. Each strategy is clearly
explained at the start of the chapter, and followed by
practice problems organised by challenge level. This
allows educators to meet the needs of varied learners,
from struggling to gifted, across years four to twelve. The
Einstein and Super Einstein levels are targeted at gifted students.

Algebra is often taught in an abstract manner with little or
no emphasis on what algebra is or how it can be used to
solve real problems. Just as English can be translated into
other languages, word problems can be translated into the
maths language of algebra and easily solved. Real World
Algebra explains this process in an easy to understand
format using cartoons and drawings. This makes selflearning easy for both the student and the teacher who
never did quite understand algebra.Questions at the end
of each chapter are broken down into three levels: Level 1
(basic), Level 2 (challenging) and Einstein Level (very challenging). This allows for tiered
differentiated lessons, or for students to attempt progressively harder problems as they
become more conﬁdent in using algebra.

HGP6156 • $65.00

HGP6132 • $65.00

Edward Zaccaro • 9781742396156
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Teaching for Intelligence, Second Edition

Acceleration for Gifted Learners K-5

Barbara Z Presseisen • 1 74170 527 4

Joan Franklin Smutny, Sally Y Walker and Elizabeth A Meckstroth
• 1 74170 517 7

Readers will be able to evaluate critical questions such as:
• What does teaching for intelligence mean? • Who is the
intelligent learner? • What do educators and scientists
have to say about teaching for intelligence?
Updated with current research, this thought-provoking
resource looks closely at current classroom instructional
practice, students’ intellectual development, and how
educators view students in the learning process.

Through real-life stories, well-known authors in gifted
education dispel the common myths about acceleration and
describe what it is, what forms it takes and what it can do
for gifted learners—intellectually, socially and emotionally.
Offering a new perspective on how prevailing attitudes have
deprived students of opportunities to develop their talents,
Acceleration for Gifted Learners, K–5, directly reﬂects the
urgency to meet gifted students’ needs.

CO5274 • $69.95

CO5177 • $57.95

Teaching for Successful Intelligence,
Second Edition

Emotional Intelligence and Academic
Achievement

Robert Sternberg • 1 74170 454 5

Maurice Elias • 1 74170 634 3

Part I introduces the theory of successful intelligence and
gives underlying research support. Part II concentrates
on the three successful intelligence abilities – analytical,
creative and practical – and how teachers can foster those
skills through classroom teaching. Part III focuses on how
teachers design and use instructional units that facilitate
students’ learning using the three thinking skills in the
classroom. The ﬁnal chapter is an extended illustration of
a successful intelligence unit that has been used in a real
classroom, gives readers the opportunity to see the whole that comes from the parts by
providing examples of effectively taught lessons for successful intelligence.

This comprehensive guide to emotional intelligence (EI) is
a state-of-the-art collection of proven best practices from
the ﬁeld’s best and brightest minds. Key features cover:
• Theory and context for EI, including brain development,
multiple intelligences, service and citizenship, school-towork, and health • Teacher preparation and professional
development • 17 best-practice programs in action,
relevant to grades Prepp-12 • An Application/Reﬂection
Guide for note-taking, follow-up, contacts, and ideas for
immediate implementation.

CO6343 • $50.00

CO4545 • $49.95
Teaching Emotional Intelligence
Adina Bloom Lewkowicz • 1 74170 587 8

Teaching for Deep Understanding

Teaching Emotional Intelligence, Second Edition, provides
educators with fresh and engaging techniques to help
children increase self-awareness, manage emotions,
build self-control, and develop positive relationships.
In a streamlined, teacher-friendly format, Adina Bloom
Lewkowicz offers tools to promote students’ personal and
academic success. This practical text provides a generous
collection of fully developed lesson plans with role plays,
ready-to-use activity sheets and suggestions for adapting
the activities to individual learning levels.

Kenneth A Leithwood, Pat McAdie, Nina Bascia & Anne Rodrigue •
1 74170 589 4

Organised into ﬁve parts, this text systematically uncovers
how to advance student learning using leading-edge
research on powerful forms of instruction; foster
metacogniton in students and encourage them to take
control of their own learning; extend learning from
academic thinking to real-world application across all
disciplines; and learn how to instill a culture of deep
understanding among students while still meeting speciﬁc
achievement standards found in most state and territory curricula.

CO5878 • $45.95

CO5894 • $54.95
English for Gifted and Talented Students
Geoff Dean • 1 74170 420 0

Thinking Strategies for Student
Achievement: Improving Learning Across
the Curriculum, K-12 2nd Ed

This book provides you with a clear guide to ensuring
sound provision for your gifted and talented students.
Included advice on: • how to identify more able students
• what to do to get other staff on board • successful
strategies for working with some more able students •
using ICT effectively in lessons and activities • how to
measure students’ progress • personalised learning.
There is an accompanying CD which contains lots of
photocopiable material, which will help you plan your
lessons and departmental strategy.

Denise Nessel & Joyce Graham • 1 74170 531 2

Thirty speciﬁc strategies, including K-W-L, Read and Think
Maths, and Reciprocal Teaching, can be readily integrated
into daily lesson plans. This step-by-step guide shows
teachers how to help students develop, reﬁne and extend
their thinking capacities. With its user-friendly, practical
approach, this important resource should be in the hands
of every educator!

SA4200 • $59.95

CO5312 • $49.95
To Be Gifted and Learning Disabled
Susan M. Baum, Steven V. Owen, John Dixon
• 1 86401 000 2

Autonomous Learner Model
George T. Betts & Joelene M. Kercher • 1 86401 983 2

The Autonomous Learner Model is designed to meet the
diversiﬁed cognitive social and emotional needs of gifted
and talented students. Its major goal is to facilitate the total
growth of the individual. Students develop and incorporate
their own knowledge and skills, learn independently and
apply this knowledge to the entire scope of their learning
experience and their lives. This model gives students the
opportunity to develop their own individual centres and to
participate in their own activities. This development is the
major goal and can be achieved by students of all ages.

From Deﬁnitions to Practical Intervention Strategies,
this remarkable book covers everything a classroom or
enrichment teacher requires to begin addressing the needs
of a very special group of youngsters - the gifted learningdisabled (GLD). Help in identifying GLD students in your
classroom. Deﬁnitions and characteristics of GLD students.
Numerous examples and success stories to inspire you
and help you to unlock your students’ potential. This book
includes: strategies for improving poor organisational skills,
strategies for students with limited reading skills, strategies for managing behaviour,
various program strategies discussed that have been successfully used.

4355 • $65.95

3978 • $43.45
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Solving Logic Problems, Years 4–7

Archaeology Teacher’s Guide

Jim McAlpine, Betty Weincek, Sue Jeweler, Marion Finkbinder
• 9781742397047

Rebecca Stark • 9781742393605

Students learn about logic and how to apply logic
strategies to a variety of problem-solving activities that
call for deductive, inductive, convergent and divergent
thinking. Included are grid puzzles, pattern problems,
syllogisms and other diff erentiated activities in Numerical,
Verbal and Visual-Spatial Logic. An Extensions section
provides additional experience in applying logic.
Objectives:• to explore logic • to understand logical
processes • to encourage analytical thinking • to
integrate logic with problem solving • to provide opportunities for higher level thinking
• to facilitate thinking play • to make connections between the above and real-life/
real-world situations. Written for students in years 4–7, this book is designed so that
kids can learn about logic and how and when to apply logic strategies to a variety of
problem-solving activities in both the paper-and-pencil world and the real world. The
goal is to ignite an interest in and fascination about logic for students so they may use
the skills in everyday situations!

EIM7047 • $32.95

Enigmas
Jim McAlpine, Betty Weincek, Sue Jeweler, Marion Finkbinder
• 9781742397030

Make archaeology accessible to students from Year/
Grade Levels 5-12, with this exciting teacherer guide.
This fantastic resource works directly with the student
book on Archaeology (EIM5142). With the help of the
mind-stimulating activities, quizzes and puzzles included,
as well as a glossary and helpful background information,
teachers will be able to impart this information to students
in meaningful, memorable ways. The unit includes
deﬁnitions of archaeology and culture, and background
information on a wide variety of archaeological ﬁnds
from ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia, ancient China, ancient
Greece, and others. The material contained in these books provide pre and post tests to
gauge students’ levels of understanding.
The ancient world has a great deal to teach us. Its achievements in literature, art,
philosophy and religion were remarkable. The objective of this book is to introduce
students to the various civilisations and to acquaint them with these fantastic
achievements. It is also intended that students gain an appreciation for and an
understanding of these and other cultures which are different from their own and that
they come to understand the need to respect these differences. It is hoped that students
will recognise the fact that in spite of vast differences among cultures that all peoples
have certain needs that remain the same. I hope you and your students enjoy your trip
back in time to these ancient worlds!

EIM3605 • $32.95

Students explore unsolved mysteries in science! Each story
is followed by questions and activities to help students
explore the unsolved phenomenon and to build criticaland creative- thinking skills. A Scientiﬁc Process Activity
Sheet and Research Unit are included. Topics include the
Marfa Lights, the Pyramids, the Bermuda Triangle, the
Lost Colony on Roanoke Island, Atlantis, Stonehenge, the
Loch Ness Monster, and the Nazca Lines. Grades 3 to 6.
Students will have the opportunity to investigate, learn and
create as they work through an enigma unit. They will also explore some of the many
areas of science and how each approaches an enigma differently using the scientiﬁc
process. A list of the branches of science and a description of the scientiﬁc method are
provided. Students can refer back to these when answering certain questions at the end
of their enigma story. This resource contains stories about eight enigmas. Each story is
followed by discussion questions, creative questions, and learning-center activities that
provide challenges for your gifted students as well as your on-level students. There is
also a research unit which includes the steps to a successful research project and how
to implement the unit.

CO7030 • $32.95

RTI for Gifted Students
Cecelia Boswell , Vowery Dodd Carlile • 9781742396897

Gifted/Talented learners also struggle, but they struggle in
a different way. They struggle against sameness, repetitive
content and practice, and boredom borne from learning
that is inappropriate in strategy and content. This resource
reviews the RTI process and explains how RTI applies
to gifted/talented learners. The book is divided into ﬁve
sections: Best Practices for Differentiation, Researchbased Strategies, Classroom Management Strategies
for Differentiation, Products and Their Assessment, and
Forms. Examples for elementary grades, middle school
and high school are included with each strategy. For educators.

Archaeology Student Book
Rebecca Stark • 9781742395142

Introduce students to the fascinating subject of Archaeology.
Enable your students from Year/Grade Levels 5–12 to
learn about the basic techniques of archaeology and gain
an understanding of a variety of ancient cultures including
ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia, ancient China, ancient Greece,
the Minoans and others. Complete with an abundance of
pictures and diagrams, this exciting learning resource will
foster a love of learning about the past in all students.

EIM5142 • $32.95

Anthropology Teacher’s Guide
Rebecca Stark • 9781742393605

Students are presented with background information to
provide a general understanding of the subjects. Mindstimulating activities, based upon information given and
outside research, encourage critical and creative thinking.
These self-directed activities emphasize higher-level
thinking skills and are keyed to Bloom’s taxonomy. The
material contained in this book provide pre- and posttests, quizzes, puzzles, a glossary, and helpful background
information! Anthropology is the scientiﬁc study of
humankind. It is the objective of this book to introduce
students to this fascinating subject and the subﬁelds into which it is divided. Students
learn about the beginnings of anthropology as an outgrowth of the curiosity stimulated
by the Age of Exploration and how it grew into the basic ﬁeld of study it is today. Major
developments and theories of outstanding anthropologists are presented.

EIM3599 • $32.95

EIM6897 • $32.95

Anthropology Student Book
Rebecca Stark • 9781742395135

Understanding China
Jim McAlpine, Betty Weincek, Sue Jeweler, Marion Finkbinder
• 9781742396903

This book is divided into 4 sections: People, Ideas,
Places and Events. Each section of the book contains
a broad sampling of 14 or 15 topics. Included for each
individual topic you will ﬁnd a brief narrative of factual
background information, a visual to support the narrative,
interdisciplinary activities to extend understanding,
(English, Maths, Science, Social Studies and the Arts) and
opportunities for students to create their own activities.
Years 5–9.

EIM6903 • $35.95

Students are presented with background information to
provide a general understanding of the subjects. Mindstimulating activities, based upon information given and
outside research, encourage critical and creative thinking.
These self-directed activities emphasise higher-level
thinking skills and are keyed to Bloom’s taxonomy. Grades
5–12. ANTHROPOLOGY: Students learn about human
development and about the physical, social, and cultural
development of various societies. Concepts of social
organization are introduced: kinship groups, residence
patterns, associations, marriage, etc. Also covered are political organization and
ideology and religion.

EIM5135 • $32.95
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Differentiation for Gifted and Talented
Students

Probing Deeper: Issues in Gifted
Education

Carol A. Tomlinson & Sally M. Reis • 174170099X

Julie Landvogt • 1864017848

The articles in this volume highlight the many beneﬁts of
ﬂexible instruction and curriculum, discuss impediments
to the successful adoption of differentiation in classrooms
and show how educators can overcome these obstacles
collaboratively. Within this valuable reference guide,
readers will also ﬁnd speciﬁc models, general curriculum
guidelines, speciﬁc instructional strategies and other tools
and methods that will help them monitor learner needs
and adapt their curriculum accordingly.

CO099X • $55.95

How the Gifted Brain Learns
David A. Sousa • 1741700728

Now from the author of the best-selling How the Brain
Learns and How the Special Needs Brain Learns comes a
new book dealing with gifted and talented students. How
the Gifted Brain Learns helps you turn research on the
brain function of intellectually and artistically advanced
students into practical classroom activities and strategies.
Offering real strategies for real classrooms, How the Gifted
Brain Learns is an indispensable tool for all educators
- school administrators, teachers, staff developers,
preservice students, and even parents who want to better
understand their gifted children and help them reach exceptional levels of performance.

CO0728 • $49.95

Enrichment Activities for Able and
Talented Children

It is no longer necessary to argue that young people
who demonstrate the potential or capacity for talented
performance need appropriate programs in schools. There
is increasing acknowledgment that our beliefs about
the nature of giftedness affect the kinds of programs
we choose to create. This book draws on the wisdom of
practitioners, researchers, parents and talented people
themselves, to probe deeper into the challenging questions
of how talent is to be developed in schools. It is intended
to provoke discussion and reﬂection amongst those who wish to run inservice programs
within their own schools, as well as those who are beginning to establish programs and
seek a structure with which to begin.

3050 • $43.45
Identifying & Enhancing the Strengths of
Gifted Learners, K–8
Ann Maccagnano • 1 74170 516 9

Gifted and talented specialist Ann Maccagnano offers
challenging activities and engaging lessons to develop
and nurture gifted learners’ talents. Organised by skills,
each chapter begins with analysis activities to immediately
and informally assess students’ current skill development.
Teachers can select and implement any number of
appropriate learning experiences to improve students’
skills. Identifying and Enhancing the Strengths of Gifted
Learners, K–8 is the ideal tool for educators to inspire
gifted students to greater levels of academic and social success.

CO5169 • $39.95

Barry Teare • 1741013836

Supporting Gifted and Talented Students
in the Secondary School

•The theory behind successful enrichment activities,
including aims and objectives; creating an encouraging
atmosphere; the role of the teacher; pastoral issues; the
key curriculum elements; and how to judge the success
of the events. •A treasure trove of brand-new resources
covering English, reading, mathematics, humanities, lateral
thinking, logical thinking, tournaments, presentations,
events, treasure hunts and a strong concentration upon
the higher-order thinking skills of analysis, evaluation and
synthesis. •Detailed explanation of teaching methods and techniques.

NE3836 • $59.95
NE1287 Parents’ and Carers’ Guide • $19.95

Creativity and Giftedness
Donald J. Trefﬁnger & Sally M. Reis • 1741702356

Recognizing, assessing and nurturing creativity continue
to be dynamic, evolving topics in gifted education. The
articles in Creativity and Giftedness offer over 20 years
of research, insight and practical applications designed
to pique the interest of gifted students and inspire them
to reach their full potential. The readings in this readyreference debunk the many misconceptions about the
connection between creativity and giftedness, and lend
clarity to the most critical issues in this often nebulous
area of gifted research.

CO2356 • $ 59.45

Moira Thomson • 1 74170 391 3

Written with the practitioner in mind, this book takes a
refreshing approach to educating gifted and talented pupils
in mixed-ability classrooms. Packed with practical ideas
for lessons, the book also includes a range of fascinating
case studies to highlight pupils’ enormous potential and
show what can be achieved. It provides valuable guidance
on core topics such as how to identify gifted and talented
pupils, identifying and resolving underachievement, and
support strategies.

SA3913 • $46.95

Teaching Gifted and Talented Students in
the Primary School
Chris Smith • 1 74170 392 1

Using tried and tested examples, this book shows the
busy teacher how to challenge able children in their
mixed-ability class – where time and resources are usually
limited. The practical tasks will show you how carefully
designed activities can cater to a range of abilities. The
book discusses varying the way teachers ask questions,
developing multiple intelligences and offering different
levels of challenges in classroom activities.

SA3921 • $46.95

Effective Provision for Able and Talented
Children

Igniting Creativity in Gifted Learners, K-6:
Strategies for Every Teacher

Barry Teare • 1741013844

Joan Franklin Smutny • 1 74170 914 8

This book is essential for any school, offering insights into
why provision for the able and talented is needed for the
beneﬁt of all children. Together with advice on formulating
strategies for improving provision, there are over a hundred
tried and tested practical suggestions on how to put ideas
into practice. What the book covers:• Why improved
provision for the able and talented is needed • Essential
theory and how to turn it into practice

This book is packed with practical activities that allow
students to bring their insights, observations, imaginations,
and experiences to the classroom. Igniting Creativity in
Gifted Learners, K–6 helps elementary school teachers use
creative methods to enhance gifted students’ learning and
stimulate higher-level thinking, discovery, and invention.
Linked to curriculum standards, these ready-to-use
strategies, activities, and examples help teachers.

NE3844 • $25.95

CO9148 • $59.95
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Gifted Resources
Gifted Children Have Talents Too!

The Parallel Curriculum in the Classroom,
Book 1 - Essays for Application Across
the Content Areas, P-12

Martha Morelock and Karin Morrison • 1864015322

Gifted Children Have Talents Too! has been designed to
help parents and educators gain a better understanding
of the needs of their gifted children. The chapters address
such aspects as strategies for discovering which students
are gifted, why they require special education and how
to best use resources. Topics covered include: Gifted
development in early childhood, Identifying talent potential
in early childhood, Discovering and developing talent
potential, Assessing giftedness and Using multidimensional
curricula in mixed ability classrooms. Ages 3-10.

Tomlinson, Kaplan, Renzulli, Purcell, Leppien, Burns, Strickland •
1741700973

This groundbreaking publication offers an innovative
model for rich curriculum development across varying
ability levels and provides in-depth examinations of
how to design appropriate curriculum using the Parallel
Curriculum Model; effectively apply focusing questions
when planning for each of the parallels; modify the
curriculum and classroom environment for students to
learn from multiple perspectives; extend opportunities
with the Curriculum of Identity and plan curriculum and
instruction using Ascending Intellectual Demand.

4769 • $43.45

Parents as Lifelong Teachers of the Gifted
Stan Bailey & Bruce Allen Knight • 1741700388

The expertise of a number of Australian educators, all of
whom are either parents themselves or are closely involved
with parents of gifted/talented children, provides a helpful
starting point for those new to the challenges of raising
a gifted child. If you are already immersed in the process
of educating or raising a gifted child, add to the store of
ideas you can use. The range of articles includes those
on identiﬁcation issues, multiple intelligences, developing
social competence, activities for talented children in rural
environments and using computers to develop giftedness.

CO0973 • $39.95 NEW

The Parallel Curriculum in the Classroom, Book 2, P- 12 •
CO0981 • $59.95
The Parallel Curriculum: A Multimedia Kit
Tomlinson, Kaplan, Renzulli, Purcell, Leppien, Burns, Strickland •
1741700736

The kit contains everything needed to lead a group
through the parallel curriculum design and development,
including the runaway bestseller, The Parallel Curriculum:
A Design to Develop High Potential and Challenge HighAbility Learners; companion DVD with section-by-section
navigation, and step-by-step facilitator’s guide linking
the DVD with the core book, complete with extended
activities, overheads and reproducible handouts.

2526 • $29.95

Motivating Underachievers: 220
Strategies for Success (Revised and
expanded edition)

CO0736 • $150.00 NEW

Carolyn Coil • 1741016320

Educational Strategies for Gifted Children

What can we do with underachievers? As Carolyn Coil
has worked with teachers and parents during the past
several years, she has heard this question over and over
again. There is no answer, but multiple answers and
strategies. Self esteem, study skills, motivation, parent/
teacher collaboration... all play a role in solving the puzzle
of underachievement. The purpose of this book is to share
some answers by presenting a multitude of strategies that

Diana Whitton • 1740257774

Educational Strategies for Gifted Children gives practical
strategies and resources for curriculum planning and
differentiation. It discusses various deﬁnitions of giftedness
and gives a brief history of gifted education in Australia, as
well as offering ideas for classroom creativity and thinking
skills. With tools for identifying gifted children, suggested
uses and resources for bibliotherapy, and a guide to
parenting gifted children, this book is a complete resource
for classroom teachers and curriculum planners.

work with underachievers.

HB6320 • $32.95

7774 • $49.95

The Gifted Enigma

Developing Children’s Talents: Guidelines
for Schools

Wilma Vialle and John Geake (Eds) • 1740257561

This collection of articles published over the last decade
in the Australasian Journal of Gifted Education has been
published because of the growing interest in gifted
education in Australia. The past and present editors of
the journal, John Geake and Wilma Vialle, have been
instrumental in the selection of the articles. The AJGE
published many research papers on gifted education
between 1992 and 2002, raising awareness and
stimulating discussion.

Stan Bailey, Bruce Allen Knight, Dan Riley • 1864014334

An introduction to some of the issues and ideas currently
being explored by Australian educators as they attempt
to nurture individual differences and encourage talents.
Topics include: Policy Development - What is Talent?,
Disadvantage and Giftedness - Developing a School
Policy, Identiﬁcation of Talent Scales for Rating/Identifying
Characteristics of Gifted and Talented Students, and
Making Provision for the Gifted and Talented - Possibilities
for Provision- Acceleration, Enrichment and Extension.

7561 • $69.95
4585 • $27.45

Developing Programs for Gifted Students
- A Total School Approach

Smart in the Middle Grades: Classrooms That
Work for Bright Middle Schoolers

Dr. Eddie Braggett • 1864012315

Carol Ann Tomlinson & Kristina Doubet • 1 74170 3301

How can teachers overcome opposition to the provision
of programs for gifted students in schools? What is the
relationship between giftedness and talent? What are the
foundations for appropriate gifted programs? What are
some of the ways in which the classroom teacher can
provide for advanced learners and gifted students in the
regular classroom? What are some of the organisational
changes that may be required across the school when all
students (including gifted students) receive appropriate
education? Years 7-11

4319 • $41.95

The authors, experienced middle level teachers and
recognized experts in gifted education, write with a ﬂair
and passion about bright middle schoolers and those with
unrecognized potential. Authors Tomlinson and Doubet
provide a solid rationale for meeting the needs of all young
adolescents, guidelines for a curriculum that is responsive
to the diversity that all middle level teachers encounter, and
a wonderfully rich set of instructional strategies especially
appropriate for high ability and high potential students.

HB3301 • $29.95
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Thinking Resources
Teambuilding Challenges

Integrating Inquiry Across the Curriculum

Charlotte Samiec • 1 74170 539 8

Richard H. Audet & Linda K. Jordan • 1 74170 581 9

With all the successful ingredients of the original bestselling title Team Challenges, Team Building Challenges
features all new activities, more warm-ups and a section
of longer activities. The book also contains links to
language and writing skills. This is a collection of exciting,
open-ended tasks that require teamwork, imagination and
fast thinking. They can be used by teams of all kinds, and
are ideal for enrichment, extension and team-building.
Participating in these challenges will help team members
break away from routine ways of thinking and make
creative leaps into the unusual and the untried.

HB5398 • $32.95

Eight Essentials of Inquiry-Based Science,
K-8

This ﬁnely edited volume enables educators to visualise
inquiry as the unifying knowledge base to guide students
through all major subject areas. An essential resource
for curriculum supervisors, professional developers,
department heads, teachers, and preservice educators,
this compilation includes inquiry’s best practices, current
research and lesson ideas. It is a key for educators
exploring ways to integrate material concepts that cut
across a variety of content areas. Don’t miss this incredible
opportunity to learn how to make your classroom the best
place it can be, where investigation and discovery learning ﬂourish! Integrating Inquiry
Across the Curriculum includes practical strategies that provide reliable assessment
data about how students perform when engaged in inquiry.

CO5819 • $52.95

Elizabeth Hammerman • 1 74170 579 7

This guide provides clear and simple explanations for
engaging students in meaningful and hands-on, minds-on
ways of understanding science. Eight Essentials of InquiryBased Science, K-8 breaks each essential into sample
lessons that include sample data, discussion questions,
and tools such as graphic organisers and analogies. When
you harness the immense power of inquiry-based learning,
you can fully discover the inquisitive nature of each of your
students!

101 Brain-Based Instructional Strategies

Teaching High School Science Through
Inquiry

HB3409 • $39.95

Janet Aaker Smith • 1 74170 340 9

Teaching has become more and more demanding. With
the pressures both teachers and students feel, the joy of
learning is often sacriﬁced. 101 Brain-Based Instructional
Strategies helps re-establish the playfulness, creativity and
joyfulness in teaching, helping students learn in ways that
are both research-based and compatible with the way the
brain is designed to learn. This book is a powerful resource
for teachers of students of all ages and year levels,
incorporating both Williams’ and Bloom’s Taxonomies.

CO5797 • $45.95

Douglas Llewellyn • 1 74170 241 0

Includes case studies, tips and tools to harness the power
of students’ curiosity and improve achievement in science!
This book aids students in developing and understanding
scientiﬁc concepts and the nature of science. Students
learn the skills and attitudes necessary to become
independent thinkers and inquirers about the natural world
through identifying questions and concepts that guide
scientiﬁc investigations, and use logic and evidence to
formulate and revise scientiﬁc explanations.

CO2410 • $59.95

Maths Wonders to Inspire Teachers &
Students
Alfred Posamentier • 1 74170 552 5

Using guided examples, this book’s amazing collection
of attention-getters, motivators and enrichment activities
entice students (and teachers!) to study mathematics. It
offers an abundance of ideas to enrich your instruction
and help you explore the intrinsic beauty of maths,
regardless of your student’s year level or ability. Through
dozens of examples from arithmetic, algebra, geometry
and probability, the author reveals the amazing surprises,
processes, paradoxes and surprises that await students
who move beyond mathematical rote learning.

Problem-Based Learning: An Inquiry
Approach, 2nd Edition
John Barell • 1 74170 533 9

Problem-Based Learning, Second Edition, offers an easyto-follow, rich teaching model for all teachers and year
levels, enabling you to conﬁdently engage students for
more meaningful learning and success, both inside and
outside the classroom! This standards-based, teacherfriendly second edition includes: • A step-by-step method
to simplify the process • Examples showing problembased learning in action • Answers to frequently asked questions on standards-based
implementation • Thorough guidelines for developing problems for students to solve
and letting them develop their own • Rubrics and assessment tips to ensure that
standards are met

CO5339 • $45.95

Developing Portfolios for Authentic
Assessment, PreK-3
Bertie Kingore • 1 74170 573 8

Graphic Organisers are research-based tools that engage
and challenge today’s students. This hands-on guide
demonstrates how teachers can: • Promote the critical
thinking processes of assuming, inferring, analysing,
prioritising and judging. • Encourage the creative thinking
processes of brainstorming, connecting, creating and
elaborating. • Modify graphic organisers or create their
own to meet each student’s individual learning needs.

Written for early childhood educators, this invaluable
handbook demonstrates how to use portfolios for
assessment and offers techniques for combining portfolios
with traditional measurements to design effective
instruction and curricula for young children. Reﬂecting
current research on how children learn, this practical
resource features an insightful discussion on authentic
assessment goals and ways to make the portfolio process
fun for learners while using developmentally appropriate
teaching practices. Educators will ﬁnd: • Concise, easy-to-understand instructions
for developing portfolios • Guidelines for involving children in portfolio development
• Methods for gathering data and documenting students’ learning • Rubrics, sample
portfolios, and abundant reproducibles • Additional materials and procedures to help
integrate assessment and instruction. Developing Portfolios for Authentic Assessment,
PreK–3 offers preschool and primary grade teachers efﬁcient, user-friendly tools for
assessing the children in their classrooms.

CO8427 • $65.95

CO5738 • $32.95

103010 • $35.95
Differentiating with Graphic Organisers
Patti Drapeau • 1 74170 842 4
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Thinking Resources
Why Are School Buses Always Yellow?

Using Thinking Skills in the Primary
Classroom

John Barell • 1 74170 476 6

This resource shows teachers how to introduce inquiry
incrementally, systematically and successfully within
preschool and primary classrooms, deepening and
extending children’s natural curiosity. Practitioners will
discover how to use inquiry as a technique for teaching
mandated content in a way that makes learning relevant,
rigorous and durable for students. Using examples from
real classrooms, the book shows teachers how to connect
inquiry to required content while still moving students
toward more control of their own learning.

CO4766 • $49.95

Peter Kelly • 1 74170 395 6

This book presents an approach for classroom practice
that will encourage children to build on the often quite
sophisticated thinking skills they already have and offers
many practical suggestions and examples for lessons and
activities. It includes advice on classroom organisation,
suggestions for group work and ways to use thinking skills
in the various subject areas. Each chapter ends with a
summary of key points for action and practical tasks and
examples are provided throughout the book.

SA3956 • $45.95

Differentiated Instructional Strategies:
One Size Doesn’t Fit All 2nd Ed

Quality Questioning - Research-Based
Practice to Engage Every Learner

Gayle Gregory & Carolyn Chapman • 1 74170 549 5

Jackie Acree Walsh & Beth Dankert Sattes • 1741014425

This book, updated and expanded by two of the ﬁeld’s
most respected proponents, features more of the practical
techniques and processes that teachers can use to adjust
learning based on individual students’ knowledge, skills,
experience, preferences and needs. Centres, Projects,
Choice Boards, Problem-Based Learning, Inquiry Models,
Cooperative Learning, and Contracts are all featured,
complete with explanations and examples.

As developers of the QUILT framework, Walsh and Sattes
show that teachers already know how to ask effective
questions but sometimes ﬁnd it difﬁcult to change their
questioning behaviours. Based on two decades of research
on teacher effectiveness, this book offers strategies to engage
students in their teacher’s questions and prompt students to
generate their own questions. In turn, these superior questions
will enrich students, their school’s learning community, and
any instructor’s own professional development.

CO5495 • $50.00

CO4425 • $49.95

The School as a Home for the Mind, 2nd
Edition

How to Teach So Students Remember

Arthur Costa • 1 74170 474 X

Get an in-depth understanding of the brain structures that
inﬂuence memory, and learn how teachers can promote
better recall for daily classroom learning, high-stakes
tests, and beyond. A seven-step plan spells out how to:
• Engage students more effectively to help them receive
incoming information • Connect new content to students’
prior knowledge • Help students translate new concepts
in their own words to clarify their understanding • Provide
a framework for learning that shows students what’s
important to remember

Compiled to celebrate Arthur L. Costa’s distinguished
career, The School As a Home for the Mind, Second
Edition, assembles under one cover the author’s best
thinking about the teaching of thinking. Costa explains why
educators need to integrate explicit thinking instruction into
daily lessons, how such instruction can take place, and
what thinking—and the teaching of thinking—looks like
and sounds like. He also discusses the curricular changes
that accompany the introduction of teaching for, of and
about thinking. This expanded edition includes Costa’s recent articles incorporating the
latest theory, research and practice about the teaching of thinking.

Marilee Sprenger • 174170250X

105106 • $29.95

CO474X • $55.00
Threads of Thinking – Young Children
Learning and the Role of Education, 3rd
Edition
Cathy Nutbrown • 1 74170 384 0

Threads of Thinking, Third Edition, is a book for all early
years practitioners who wish to support and develop
children’s thinking. Implications for curriculum, assessment
and work with parents are thoroughly considered in a style
that compels attention to children’s own learning agendas.
This fully revised third edition includes numerous detailed
descriptions of children learning and discusses those
observations in the light of our understanding about how
children learn and how early childhood educators might teach.

Differentiating for the Young Child,
Teaching Strategies Across the Content
Areas (K-3)
Joan Franklin Smutny & S.E. von Fremd • 1741702429

Smutny and von Fremd approach differentiating as a
journey and present a ﬁve-step sequence that addresses
the elements of travelling that tailored path with your
K-3 learners. Complete with forms, charts, samples, and
appendices, this book will help general education teachers:
• Explore vital elements of a differentiated classroom •
Clarify the assessment of students, including strategies
and progress measurements • Improve the ﬁt between
your curriculum and your students

CO2429 • $59.95

40 Engaging Brain-Based Tools for the
Classroom

SA3840 • $49.95

Michael A. Scaddan • 1741708435

Discover Your Hidden Talents
Do you ever ﬁnd it hard to absorb information? Are you
easily disheartened when you’re learning something
new? Discover Your Hidden Talents opens up an exciting
world of self-discovery and new opportunities. It shows
how you can overcome your personal barriers, master
powerful learning skills and unlock the door to greater
success in work, study, sport - in fact, every area of your
life. Hundreds of useful techniques and tips to help you
become a better learner.

This easy-to read guide is invaluable in helping teachers
understand how the brain, mind and body function in
the learning process, demonstrates methods to reinforce
memory and concentration, and illustrates ways to
enhance learners’ outcomes across a broad range of
skills. It shows how recent ﬁndings on brain research can
be used with fun and effective techniques for reducing
behavioural distractions, improving academic performance,
and increasing teachers’ instructional skills. It offers 40
brain-friendly tools for improving learning; a brain-based review feature for evaluating and
modifying tools for students needs; and quotes, proverbs, songs and poems for inspiration.

NE104X • $49.95

CO8435 • $49.95

Bill Lucas • 1741017114
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Problem Solving in Mathematics, Yrs 4-7

Developing More Curious Minds

Alfred Posamentier • 1 74239 113 7

This second edition of Problem Solving in Mathematics,
Years 4-7, stresses the importance of problem solving in
mathematics and helps teachers develop students’ creative
problem-solving skills for success in and out of school. It
presents nine tried-and-true strategies that students can
use to solve problems, such as working backwards, ﬁnding
a pattern, making a drawing or solving a simpler equivalent
problem. With helpful teaching notes, sample problems
for students that ﬁt into any mathematics curriculum, and
step-by-step solutions to sample problems, this book is
perfect for teachers who want their students to succeed in mathematics!

CO1137 • $45.95

John Barell • 1741016908

This problem-based learning book emphasises how
students need many opportunities to question, think,
investigate and draw their own conclusions from the world
around them. Drawing on anecdotes from educators
and his own life, Barell describes practical strategies
to spur students’ ability and willingness to pose and
answer their own questions. The book bases examples
around Antarctica expeditions, outer space discoveries,
dinosaur fossils, literature and more, which help deﬁne the
importance of developing an inquisitive mind.

101246 • $39.95

Learning Smarter: The New Science of
Teaching

Teaching for Wisdom, Intelligence,
Creativity and Success

Eric P. Jensen • 1741701104

Robert Sternberg, Linda Jarvin, Elena Grigorenko
• 1742391113

This practical teaching manual offers an overview of
the WICS model -Wisdom, Intelligence and Creativity,
Synthesised - which helps teachers foster their
students’ capacities for effective learning and problem
solving. Teachers will ﬁnd examples for English, history,
mathematics and science in Years P to 12, as well as:
Strategies for enhancing students’ memory, analytical,
creative and practical skills; Guidelines on teaching and
assessing; Details on how to apply the model in the classroom; Teacher reﬂection
sections, suggested readings and sample planning checklists. It is ideal for educators
seeking to broaden their repertoire as they expand the skills of their students.

Learning Smarter translates the latest research into easyto-implement action steps to help increase your teaching
effectiveness. Each of the brief articles summarises exciting
discoveries about the brain and learning while translating
them into practical classroom applications. Included within
each chapter are speciﬁc tips for boosting cognition,
improving test scores and encouraging student achievement.
Each of the 100 or so reader-friendly briefs ends with a
complete list of references for additional fact ﬁnding.

CO1104 • $39.95

Thinking Allowed: Thinking Tools for the
Mathematics Classroom

CO1113 • $49.95

Suzanne Gunningham • 1740259645

The open-ended tasks in Thinking Allowed shows how
thinking can become part of the thinking curriculum, using
theories and tools such as Multiple Intelligences, Blooms
Taxonomy, Six Hats, Thinker’s Keys, Learning Modalities,
Learning Styles, and Graphic Organisers. The book offers
mathematics activities to use with students as well as
activities for professional learning teams who want to
improve their understanding of the Thinking Curriculum of
the middle years students.

Student Successes With Thinking Maps®,
School-Based Research, Results, and
Models for Achievement Using Visual
Tools
David Hyerle • 174170247X

In this new resource David Hyerle, the originator of
Thinking Maps®, shares stories from teachers, principals,
and trainers who have adopted the maps to increase
student achievement and revitalise learning communities.
Among the speciﬁc successes here, teachers and leaders
will ﬁnd ways to use Thinking Maps® as a visual language
and a frame of reference to: • Help all students access difﬁcult content areas • Provide
a bridge to overcome cultural disconnects between teachers and learners • Spur
higher-order thinking and discussion even in young children • Offer a tool to assess
content understanding in students with limited English • Provide a means for students
to think and talk more deeply about mathematics • Provide prompts and organisers for
more effective writing

CO247X • $49.95

The New Taxonomy of Educational
Objectives, Second Edition
Robert J. Marzano • 1741702399

Developed by Robert Marzano and John Kendall,
internationally recognised experts in the development and
improvement of standards for education, this ﬁeld-tested
and proven reference contains the most current research
on the nature of knowledge and cognition and a reﬂection
of the movement to standards-based education. Based
on three domains of knowledge: information, mental
procedures, and psychomotor procedures; and six levels of
processing: retrieval, comprehension, analysis, knowledge
utilisation, metacognition, and self-system thinking, this essential guide offers
speciﬁc applications for • Designing and classifying educational objectives • Creating
assessments • Redesigning state and school-level standards • Formulating curriculum
• Outlining a thinking-skills curriculum

CO2399 • $59.95

HB9645 • $29.95

Thinking with Rich Concepts
Clinton Golding • 1 74101 792 0

Thinking Treasures for Philosophical Thinking in the
classroom. Provocative topics that really make students
use all the thinking tools and strategies at their command.
Rich Concepts include Happiness, Choice, Ownership,
Identity, and ten more that lead students into thoughtful,
guided discussion. Student warmups to start ideas ﬂowing,
then move through various exercises and respond to
different statements to really grapple with each concept.

HB7920 • $35.95

Developing a Thinking Classroom: A
Workbook for Professional Learning
Teams
Clinton Golding • 1741014360

Creating a culture of thinking is about more than just
using a thinking tool or a graphic organiser with your
class. To support students in learning to think, teachers
must understand the theory of thinking themselves and
be able to model it for their class. Developing a Thinking
Classroom provides background information supported by
activities for teachers – not students! – to work through. It
focuses on changing teachers’ approaches and attitudes
so they can change the culture in their classrooms.
HB4360 • $29.95
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Hands On Thinking
Smart Snips: Hands-on Adventures
in Thinking, Reading, and DirectionFollowing

Ideas to Go: Fifty Ready-to-Use Thinking
Challenges!
Greta and Ted Rasmussen • 1864014121

This resource challenges lower primary school students
to independently ﬁnish word puzzles and picture puzzles,
which involve divergent thinking, critical thinking, and
deductive. You will ﬁnd ﬁfty separate two-page blackline
activities in this book. If you are using a Multiple
Intelligences approach to teaching and learning you will
ﬁnd that the focus in these activities is mostly on visual,
spatial and linguistic intelligences.

Greta and Ted Rasmussen • 1864014148

When is a worksheet not just a worksheet but a lively,
hands-on challenge? When it comes from Smart Snips!
Every thinking activity in this book starts with something
to cut out. Students are given a two-page worksheet, with
one page of very speciﬁc, clear directions and a cut-out
activity on the other. Suits year levels 2-5.

4501 • $34.95

4560 • $34.95

WakerUppers: A Spirited Collection of
Thinking Activities

Nifty Fifty: 500 Thinking Challenges about
50 Familiar Things

Greta and Ted Rasmussen • 1864014105

This book is designed to convince students that an
encounter with some ambitious thinking problems can be
a lot of fun. In so doing, we hope it will support your efforts
to help your students become more ﬂexible, logical and
adventuresome in their thinking. The activities provide the
real motivation. The blackline masterpage is accompanied
by a facing page providing suggested answers plus some
comments about the activities. Great for years 2-6.

Greta Rasmussen • 1864014016

This book deals with common objects and is conceptual
rather than hands-on. “Nifty” directs children to think about
the general characteristics of objects. You will ﬁnd 500
surprisingly basic questions about ﬁfty familiar objects such
as a stick, a sock, a hanger, a ﬂy, a bath, a ﬂag, an ear, a
coin, etc. Do the questions orally when you have some spare
moments and concentrate on one subject at a time. Be sure
children discuss each question as fully as they can and allow
for any creative meandering that takes place.

4500 • $34.95
4498 • $34.95

Gotta Think! An Entertaining Assortment
of Thinking Activities
Greta and Ted Rasmussen • 1740256255

The fun of thinking and the motivational material in Gotta
Think will encourage students to want to think. These
higher-level thinking projects are intellectually challenging,
friendly and fun. The activities are hand drawn and hand
lettered activity sheets, they have numerous visual devices
and pictorial abstractions cartoons that start off higherlevel thinking challenges. The activities can be used in a
variety of ways as enrichment, ﬁrst thing in the morning
when the students are bright and eager or on Friday
afternoon when it’s a good to ﬁnish the week with some fun.

OPQ: Offbeat Adventures with the
Alphabet

6255 • $29.95

4497 • $27.95

Is it Friday Already?
Learning Centres That Work
Greta Rasmussen • 1740258392

This is the book you need if you want to set up an
effective, year long learning centre program in your
classroom. You’ll ﬁnd more than 250 lively activities in
nine subject areas - listening, cognition, English, creative
writing, art, handwriting, work-study, reading and Science.
This valuable resource has been used successfully by
thousands of teachers because.... every centre works!

11070 • $65.95

Are They Thinking? A Thinking-Skills
Program for the Primary
Greta and Ted Rasmussen • 1864015853

This resource is a thinking skills program designed for
primary school students in years 2 to 5. This program
makes thinking fun by originating highly motivational
challenges that focus on things students already know a
great deal about. In this resource, we take on everything
from fast food and freckles to buttons, and bugs. Each day
of the week, a particular thinking skill is featured. Each
activity consists of a one-page reproducible sheet.

4911 • $65.95

Greta Rasmussen • 1864014164

This resource is not a safe little ABC book. The OPQ
letters in the title have been used for a reason to indicate
what lies ahead is often unorthodox, offbeat and original.
In short, this book is about the alphabet, but to a much
greater extent, it is about thinking. Great for primary school
students who are learning the alphabet and who need a
challenge.

T is for Think
Ted and Greta Rasmussen • 1864019263

“T is for Think” presents students with a variety of visual
information, combined with words, and asks that they
think analytically and ﬂexibly about what they are seeing
and reading. The basic concepts is this: An alphabet letter
(along with a few words) is used in a particular way to elicit
an answer which not only begins with that letter but also
makes sense in the sentence or phrase.

HB06824 • $27.45

Brain Stations: A Centre Approach to
Thinking Skills
Greta Rasmussen • 1 86401 413 X

This resource will increase the brain power and thinking
skills in your primary school classroom. Use these ﬁfty
activities as centres, and there won’t be many dull
moments! With challenges and activities such as dip
a story, trix with pix, mystery marks, a string thing,
adventures with newspapers and thinking links, students
are going to be kept busy doing fun and exciting activities.

4499 • $34.95
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Hands On Thinking
Creative Kids: Everything You Wanted
to Know About the 20th Century

Independent Science Challenges:
Fascinating Science Projects

Cynthia Holzschuher • 1740255658

1741016177

Independent Science Challenges are stand-alone, longterm, in-depth, open-ended science research projects
designed to challenge and extend students. This is an
excellent science resource that incorporates a highlevel, thinking skills approach to over 40 interesting and
sometimes controversial topics such as: • global warming
• cloning • nuclear power • weapons of mass destruction
• tsunamis • evolution • GM food • and much, much
more!

This humanities resource provides an opportunity
for an exciting way to present popular culture and
historical events from 1900-1999 to your students.
The book is packed with simple and easy-to-use
examples, and encourages children to learn about history in a fun and interesting way.
Students can relate to the examples, which use Australian content, and there is a full
answer key supplied at the back of the book.

TCM2601 • $29.95

Improving Thinking in the Classroom
Ralph Pirozzo • 1741015103

HB6177 • $29.95

The rationale behind Improving Thinking in the Classroom is
to provide teachers with useful and practical strategies that
will enable them to provide all their children with the most
engaging, exciting and challenging learning environment.
Topics include: - Building depth and rigour using Bloom’s
Taxonomy - Engaging students with Multiple Intelligences
- Integrating graphic organisers and visual tools in the
classroom - Transferring the knowledge to the real world.

Mysteries in History: Ancient History
(Years 5-8)
Wendy Conklin • 174101834X

This book is designed for students in Years 5-8. The
book will challenge students to explore nine important
unexplained events that helped shape ancient history. The
book provides all of the evidence from primary source
materials such as diary entries and newspaper articles
to eye-catching posters and simulations. Working both
independently and in groups, students hone their critical
thinking skills as they assemble the clues to make
informed conclusions about these events.

HB5103 • $32.95

Habits of Mind Across the Curriculum:
Practical and Creative Strategies for
Teachers

TCM3049 • $39.95

Arthur Costa, Bena Kallick • 1 74170 936 9

Teaching students the intelligent behaviours they need to
succeed in school and later in life is much easier when
you have this collection of stories and observations from
teachers who have used the principles of the Habits
of Mind in their classrooms. Through these ﬁrst-hand
accounts, learn how the habits of mind help students at all
year levels successfully deal with the challenges they face
in school and beyond. Explore how teachers make thinking
skills a foundation of curriculum, not an add-on, and discover lots of model lessons and
teaching strategies that weave the habits of mind into daily instruction.

Mysteries in History: World History
(Years 5-8)
Wendy Conklin • 1741018358

This book is designed for students in Years 5-8. The
book will challenge students to explore nine important
unexplained events that helped shape world history. The
book provides all of the evidence from primary source
materials such as diary entries and newspaper articles
to eye-catching posters and simulations. Working both
independently and in groups, students hone their critical
thinking skills as they assemble the clues to make
informed conclusions about these events.

108014 • $44.95

Learning and Leading with Habits of
Mind: 16 Essential Characteristics for
Success

TCM3048 • $39.95

Arthur Costa, Bena Kallick • 1 74170 937 7

Bringing together concepts from all four books in the
Habits of Mind series, this volume presents a compelling
case for why it’s more relevant than ever to align the
missions of schools and classrooms to teaching students
how to think and behave intelligently when they encounter
problems and challenges in learning and in life. Drawing
on their research and experience in applying the Habits
of Mind in all kinds of schools, the authors guide you
through making intelligent behaviour a practical outcome. Costa and Kallick present a
compelling rationale for using the Habits as a foundation for learning and leading.

Thinking Start-Ups Grades 3-6

108008 • $49.95

MMA2032 • $29.95

Teaching the Brain to Read: Strategies
for Improving Fluency, Vocabulary and
Comprehension
Judy Willis• 1 74170 831 1

Murray Suid • 1740256018

Writing Start-Ups will give your primary students 900
opportunities to develop key writing skills, such as
organisation, characterisation, use of details, point of
view, research and humour. There are 150 cards from A
to Z offering six high-interest writing prompts for stories,
essays and reports. Each card gives practice in three vital
forms of writing: stories, essays and reports. Also included
are examples of an essay, a story and a report.

Critical Thinking for Multiple Learning
Styles

Teacher and neurologist Judy Willis connects what you do in
the classroom to what happens in the brain when students
learn how to read, including: why a classroom has to be
safe and supportive; how to jumpstart students who are not
well prepared for reading with activities that build phonemic
awareness; how to enhance vocabulary processing by
catering to their learning styles and prior knowledge; and
why strategies for teaching reading comprehension need
to change with each step. Willis provides activities, lessons and units that you can use in
every year level and subject to help students become better readers.

1741016533

107073 • $45.00

TCM3400 • $39.95

Critical Thinking for Multiple Learning Styles for the middle
years is designed to offer genuine options for students
based on their individual learning styles. It outlines how
to develop different learning styles and intelligences with
cooperative and collaborative projects, problem solving,
decision-making and higher-order thinking strategies.
With graphic organisers to organise students thoughts,
the book provides exciting thinking strategies to energise
learning in your classroom.
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Hands On Thinking
One Step Ahead

Stretch, Bend and Boggle

Louise Mares and June Byles • 1864011688

Brian Stokes • 1741012449

This book will be of interest to parents with young gifted
children, infant teachers, principals and members of the
school committees responsible for decisions about the
early admission of, and school provisions for, gifted infants.
It is a very practical handbook, providing in its ﬁrst section
advice on admission procedures, membership of selection
panels, questionnaires for parents and other relevant
adults, observation points for the school and other relevant
data. In the second section, it deals with what the teacher
can do for and with gifted infants once they have been
admitted. Ages 4-7

4159 • $33.50

‘Not more homework! Why do we have to do this?’ How
many times have you heard the complaints? Are you sick
of students moaning about homework? With Stretch,
Bend and Boggle, students will do their homework for
fun! Stretch, Bend and Boggle is a collection of logic and
mathematical problems to develop thinking skills. Set in
a handy week-by-week format, these challenging and
fun activities can be used as homework, extensions or
classwork. Ideal to extend advanced lower-secondary
students, or to help middle-secondary students develop
their problem-solving skills, Stretch, Bend and Boggle will engage students and get rid
of the homework blues!

HB2449 • $24.95

Infusing Thinking into the Middle Years: A
Resource Book for Schools

Learning to Think - Thinking to Learn
Michael Pohl • 1740250486

This resource is a practical guide for teachers of all
levels to plan learning activities with a thinking focus. It
describes processes that can be used to infuse thinking
into everyday learning that will see students engaging in
a range of thinking tasks regardless of the subject areas.
While students are learning to think they are also thinking
to learn. A great resource that incorporates Bloom’s
Taxonomy and the theory of Multiple Intelligences.

4552 • $32.95

Michael Pohl • 1740256212

This publication aims to provide secondary school teachers
with a valuable and timely resource as they seek to infuse
thinking into content delivery and classroom activity. The
book discusses and explains the importance of infusing
higher order thinking, and deals with sample activities and
units of work in English, Maths and Science, Technology,
Social education, the Arts, and LOTE. With this valuable
resource teachers will be able to apply the models of
Bloom’s Taxonomy and the Infusion Matrix and study plans
either directly or in their own planning and programming.

6212 • $69.95

STILL Learning to Think/Thinking to Learn
Becoming an Achiever (Revised and
expanded edition)

Michael Pohl • 1741700221

Building on the popular Learning to Think/Thinking to
Learn, this book describes processes that can be used
to infuse thinking into everyday learning through the
application and explicit teaching of models and strategies
that will see students engaging in a wide range of thinking
tasks. Each chapter provides a brief description of a
particular model or strategy that may be applied across
different levels of schooling. Following this, speciﬁc
examples of applying the structure are demonstrated.

HB0221 • $32.95

Creating & Sustaining the Constructivist
Classroom

Carolyn Coil • 1741016339

You probably know kids at your school who seem to
succeed at everything. They always get A’s, always know
the answer in class, and always get the awards at the
end of the school year. Not everyone can succeed at
everything, but everyone can become an achiever! There
are no secret formulas. It takes some work on your part.
The choice is yours. But if you are willing to try, this book
will show you how. Discover the seven steps to Becoming
an Achiever: Self-conﬁdence, Goal setting, Motivation, Time
management and organisation, Study skills, Tests and other assessments and Dealing
with ‘The System’.

HB6339 • $32.95

1741014468

Learn how to make constructivism work for you and your
students! Marlowe and Page bring together constructivist
theory with step-by-step guidance to make it work in your
classroom. The book provides active learning examples to
customise; check lists to help you evaluate your starting
point, progress and goals; practical assistance with
issues surrounding student assessment, differentiation
and the inclusive classroom; ideas for involving parents
and community members; ways to implement technology
into the mix; and strategies to help even beginning teachers implement constructivist
principles.

CO4468 • $45.95

Working with Differentiating Curriculum
and Instruction

A to Z Thinking Warm-ups (with CD)
Steve Wayne • 1741013518

A to Z Thinking Warm-ups provides teachers with fun, fast
and easy-to-use alphabet activities that will engage and
motivate students of all levels. The activities can easily be
extended to develop creative and critical-thinking skills,
and incorporate multiple intelligences. They can be used
individually or in pairs, groups or as a whole class to
encourage collaborative and cooperative learning.
A to Z Thinking Warm-ups consists of two sections:
•Alphabet lists: theme-based activities, developed from Tony
Ryan’s ‘Thinking Keys’, for which students must list an item
relating to that theme for each letter of the alphabet. •Alphabet quizzes: lists of vocabulary
questions in which each answer begins with a particular letter of the alphabet.

HB3518 • $35.95

Silly Sports and Goofy Games (Revised
Australian Edition)

Carolyn Coil • 1741012163

This resource offers an approach to teaching based on the
premise that students learn in different ways, therefore
we must provide them with a number of different options
for learning. We need to consider each student’s interests,
level of readiness, pace of learning, learning styles and
modalities, strengths and weaknesses and types of
intelligences. This is a big order for an individual teacher!

HB2163 • $15.95

Dr. Spencer Kagan & Editorial Team at Hawker Brownlow
Education (Australian Editor) • 1741700752

Release joy with the world’s most comprehensive
collection of indoor & outdoor, sport and game activities.
Includes over 200, step-by-step, fun, and involving sports and games in nine categories:
Terriﬁc Tag, Happy Helpers, Beautiful Balances, Creative Coordination, Meaningful
Movements, Crazy Challenges, Ridiculous Relays, Silly Sports and Goofy Games.

KA0752 • $45.00
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Hands On Thinking
Working with Parents and Families

Parents’ and Carers’ Guide for Able and
Talented Children

Carolyn Coil • 174101154X

Working with Parents and Families offers teachers
simple and practical ideas and strategies for
communication and cooperation with students’ families
from homework to parent-teacher interviews. The topics
include elements of good communication, developing
trust and respect, and working with parents to improve
students’ achievement. Carolyn has also developed a
set of information sheets for parents that teachers can
copy and send out as required. This information-packed
resource will give both new and experienced teachers a
quick reference on this important topic.

Tracie Heskett • 1741017084

This gifted education resource provides a discussion of
issues and practices to give parents and carers information
and to assist their understanding of gifted students. Some
of the issues covered in the book include the challenge for
progress, different ways of working, what can be expected,
and looking after your able child. This book is broken down
into subject areas so the parent and carer can encourage
children to excel at topics they are good at.

NE1287 • $19.95
NE3836 • Enrichment Activities $59.95

HB1540 • $15.95

Developing Minds: A Resource Book for
Teaching Thinking

How to Differentiate Instruction in MixedAbility Classrooms
Carol Ann Tomlinson • 1741012562

This book provides guidance for teachers who are
interested in creating learning environments that address
the diversity typical of mixed-ability classrooms. The
principles and strategies included here can help teachers
address a variety of learning proﬁles, interests and
readiness levels.

101043 • $32.95

Creative Kaleidoscope - Teaching
Students to be Creative Thinkers

Arthur L. Costa • 1741012570

What are ‘thinking skills’? Can they be taught? And
can they be taught as part of the standard curriculum?
Developing Minds rejuvenates our focus on thinking
throughout the curriculum, using ﬁve themes. The ﬁrst,
focusing on students’ capacity to think, is an obvious,
immediate goal. The others - thinking to learn, thinking
together, thinking about thoughtfulness and thinking big
- are more complex and require longer-range attention.
This book helps to forge a common vision throughout
the education community of what characterises effective and creative thinkers and
problem-solvers.

101063 • $69.95

Dr. Helen McGrath & Hazel Edwards • 174025645X

Thinking Skills & Eye Q

A user-friendly resource book for teachers, Creative
Kaleidoscope contains numerous classroom activities that
are designed to help students in the Middle Years develop
creative thinking skills. These practical and enjoyable
activities require very little preparation and may be used
in the classroom immediately. The book contains black
line masters that can be photocopied and used in the
classroom.

Oliver Caviglioli, Ian Harris and Bill Tindall • 1741012821

This book provides a 39-piece tool kit. Now you can use
it to: infuse the teaching of thinking skills into subject
delivery; develop writing skills in all six genres; show
students how to be independent and creative thinkers and
learners; ensure students know what logical and reasoned
thinking looks like; make questioning and responding
an integral part of all lessons; extend the thinking of
gifted and talented students; better understand skills and
attitudes in all learners; and raise Eye Q.

6450 • $35.95

Visual Knowing: Connecting Arts & Ideas
Across the Curriculum

NE2821 • $65.95

Donovan R. Walling • 1741017068

Teaching Maths to Students with Different
Learning Styles

This invaluable resource demonstrates how you can use
the visual arts to provide imaginative lesson plans for
all subject areas - from English to physical education.
Suggested readings and links to websites that offer colour
images of works of art are also included, while an Idea
Guide provides suggestions for ﬁne-tuning both lessons
and student assignments. Learn how you can use the
visual arts to: • Provide imaginative lesson plans for all
subject areas • Discover thought-provoking ideas and new
ways of teaching in the content areas • Appeal to the learning styles of a broad range of
students, including gifted and talented learners

Tandi Clausen-May • 1 741740 387 5

Teaching Maths to Students with Different Learning Styles
offers practising teachers a range of approaches that can
help struggling students. By following its advice, you can
make maths visible and tangible – not something that just
lies ﬂat on the page. It includes ideas for lesson activities,
suggestions for exciting visual ways to teach basic
concepts and lots of practical advice and guidance.

SA3875 • $45.95

CO7068 • $35.95

Using Technology with Classroom
Instruction that Works

The Developing Brain
Marilee Sprenger • 1 74170 642 4

Pitler, Hubbell, Kuhn and Malenoski • 1 74170 479 0

Synthesizing information from neuroscience, cognitive
psychology, and child development, The Developing
Brain offers brain-compatible teaching practices that
are linked to principles for working with young children.
• Background information on brain development from
birth through age two • Scenarios and snapshots of
each year from age three through eight • Reproducible
developmental checklists • Over 100 brain-based
activities for classroom or child care settings. Through an
understanding of the phases of language, motor, and social
development at each age level, educators can create enriching educational experiences
that enhance children’s growth and foster an enduring love of learning.

One of the most effective ways to implement the researchbased instructional strategies from Classroom Instruction
That Works is to use them with educational technologies.
This book shows you how and gives you hundreds of
lesson-planning ideas and strategies for every year
level and subject. Discover new educational tools that
support research-based instruction, and learn ways to use
technologies you already know. Getting this guide ensures
you always know when to use educational technologies,
which ones are best for a learning task, and how they help students use new learning
strategies.

CO6424 • $50.00

107025 • $39.95
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Hands On Thinking
Activities for Developing Thinking Skills

Higher–Level Thinking Question Cards: Each $9.95

Bess Wellner & Jan Yoder • 1741016312

Activities for Developing Thinking Skills provides
instructions and suggestions for the explicit teaching
of thinking skills to all students. It provides a balanced
approach to creative and critical thinking, developing
both divergent and convergent thinking skills as part of
the thinking process. The book is divided into two halves:
productive thinking, and productive planning – both of
which have four sections.

HB2187 • $24.95

Challenge Your Child Homework Booklet
Becky Daniels

Your child will love these thought provoking and creative
activities found in ‘Challenge Your Child’. Each page has
been crafted to emphasise one or more levels of cognition.
In addition to challenging a child’s knowledge, there are
comprehension activities which will guide your child to
apply, analyse and synthesise information. The activities
cover a range of topics, including logic English, Maths, Art
and Science. Challenge your child today!
Preschool • 1740255224 • IFA0291 • $10.50
Booklet 1 • 1740255232 • IFA0292 • $10.50

English Set • KAENSET $200.00
• Adventure Stories KAQA
• Book Review KAQBR
• Fantasy Stories KAQFS
• Mystery Stories KAQMS
• Poetry Possbilities KAQPP
• Prewriting: Bio/Auto.Bio KAQPAB
• Prewriting: Mysteries KAQPM
• Prewriting: Stories KAQPS
• Story Characters KAQSC
• Story Plot KAQSP
• Story Setting KAQSSE
• Story Structure KAQSST
• Vocabulary KAQV
HIGHER LEVEL THINKING

games
for the

Class

Social Studies • KASSSET $99.00
• Current Event KAQCE
• Geography: Cultral KAQGC
• Geography: Economic KAQGE
• Geography: Physical KAQGP
• Historical Characters KAQHC
• Historical Event KAQHE

Booklet 2 • 1740255240 • IFA0293 • $10.50
Booklet 3 • 1740255259 • IFA0294 • $10.50
Booklet 4 • 1740255267 • IFA0295 • $10.50
Booklet 5 • 1740255275 • IFA0296 • $10.50
Booklet 6 • 1740255283 • IFA0297 • $10.50

Science • KASCSET $40.00
• Endangered Species KAQES
• Investigating Invention KAQII
• Solar System KAQSOS

Set of 7 • CYCSET • $70.00

The Arts • KATASET $40.00
• Art: Scanning a Print KAQASP
• Elements of Art KAQEA
• Music Appreciation KAQMA

Creative & Critical Thinking

Think-PairShare

Inside-Outside
Circle

Whole-Class
Question Answer

IFA23305 • $21.95

Higher–Level Thinking Question Books:
Miguel Kagan, Laurie Kagan, Robyn Silbey, Christa Chapman, Arthur Lopez,
Kimberly Vincent & Judith Dillingham

Biology (7–12) • 1 74170 189 9 • KA1899 • $ 37.95
Physical Science (3–8) • 1 74170 175 9 • KA1759 • $ 35.95
Life and Earth Science (3–8) • 1 74170 173 2 • KA1732 • $35.95
English • 1 74170 147 3 • KA1473 • $35.95
Primary Literature (K–3) • 1 74170 159 7 • KA1597 • $ 35.95
Intermediate Literature (4–8) • 1 74170 181 3 • KA1813 • $35.95
Mathematics (3–6) • 1 74170 164 3 • KA1643 • $35.95
Secondary Mathematics (7–12) • 1 74170 165 1 • KA1651 • $ 37.95
Developing Character • 1 74170 151 1 • KA1511 • $35.95
Social Studies (3–12) • 1 74170 162 7 • KA1627 • $ 35.95
Personal and Social Skills • 1 74170 152 X • KA152X • $35.95

Each student gets a question card. Half of the students form a circle facing out. The
other half forms a circle around the inside circle; each student in the outside circle facing
one student in the inside circle. Students in the outside circle ask inside circle students
a question. After the inside circle students answer the question, students switch roles
questioning and answering. After both have asked and answered a question, they each
praise each other’s answers and then hold up a hand indicating they are finished. When
most students have a hand up, have students trade cards with their partner and rotate
to a new partner. To rotate, tell the outside circle to take a step to the left. This format is
a lively and enjoyable way to ask questions and have students listen to the thinking of
many classmates.
This might sound familiar: Instead of giving students the question cards, the teacher
asks the questions and calls on one student at a time to answer. This traditional format
eliminates simultaneous, cooperative interaction, but may be good for introducing
younger students to higher level questions.

Numbered Heads
Together

Students number off in their teams so that every student has a number. The teacher asks
a question, then has students put their “heads together” to discuss the question. The
teacher then calls on a number and selects a student with that number to share what his
or her team discussed.

Rotating
Questions

Students number off in their teams so that every student has a number. Teams also
number off. Team One takes out questions 1, 2, 3 and 4. Team Two takes out questions
5, 6, 7 and 8, and so on, so teams next to each other have different Question Cards™.
Each student in the team gets one of the team’s Question Cards™. Have Student Ones
all rotate to the next team and read their Question Card™. After some think-time, the
teams discuss their answer. Student Ones do not return to their original teams. Student
Twos then rotate two teams ahead to a new team and read their Question Card™. The
game continues as student three rotates three teams ahead and student four rotates four
teams ahead. When all students have rotated, they are sitting in entirely new teams. The
teacher may provide these new teams with additional questions to discuss. Students
enjoy the opportunity to work in these new random teams.
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Story Structure

If you were to rewrite
the story for a different
time period, when
would it be? Why? How
would it change the
story?
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Story Structure

Structure
SomeStory
conﬂ
icts are
inside one person,
like when you want
something and wish
you did not. What kind
of conﬂicts did the
character have?
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Story Structure

How did the author
make us feel the
conﬂict was important?
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Was there a moment
the author made us feel
the most suspense?
When?
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What was the main
conﬂict in the story?
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Jane Pofahl • 1740253078

This book is divided into four sections. Each part of Creative
& Critical Thinking is introduced by a description of a
particular thought process: Convergent thinking, divergent
thinking, deductive thinking, sequencing and following
directions. Activities include: How can you save a woozle?
Can you decipher the Caesar cipher? Solve the case of the
missing number? These are just a few of the imaginative
activities that will challenge students, both individually and
as a group, within the content areas of English, Maths,
Science, Art and Social Studies. The activities in this book
offer over 70 different exciting activities to enhance the curriculum and stimulate
problem solving.

Think-Pair-Share is teacher led. The teacher asks the question, then gives students thinktime. Students then pair up to share their thoughts about the question. After the pair
discussion, one student is called on to share with the class what was shared in his or
her pair. Think-Pair-Share does not provide as much active participation for students as
Think-Pair-Square because only one student is called upon at a time.

© Hawker Brownlow Education • KAQSST
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Story Structure

If you were to place
the story in a different
place, where would it
be? Why? How would
this change the story?
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Story Structure

Try to improve the
story by adding or
subtracting a character.
Who would it be? How
would this improve the
story?
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How much time passed
from the beginning to
the end of the story?
Would the story be
better if it took more
or less time? Why?
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choose your own

Make a new ending to
the story you would
like more.

7
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Story Structure

Were you surprised by
the ending? Why, or
why not?
© Hawker Brownlow Education • KAQSST

Story Structure

What caused the story
to end the way it did:
The character's luck,
hard work, skill or a
bright idea? Which is
more important in real
life?

At what point did you
like the main character
most? Least?
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Story Structure

What hints did the
author give us about
how the story would
end?
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Dress the main
character differently.
Why did you choose the
outﬁt you did?

© Hawker Brownlow Education • KAQSST
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Story Structure

Give a character in
the story a new name
which better ﬁts
his/her personality?
Explain why.
© Hawker Brownlow Education • KAQSST
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If the main character
found someone hurt in
the street, would she or
he help? What makes
you think so?
© Hawker Brownlow Education • KAQSST
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Hands On Thinking
Integrating Thinking in English:
Revised Edition

Integrating Thinking in Geography
(Years 6-9)

Imogene Forte - Sandra Schurr • 1 74101 829 3

Imogene Forte - Sandra Schurr - Alison Stone • 1 74101 881 1

Each book in the series is designed for use in upper
primary-lower secondary classrooms. The books include
an overview of Howard Gardner’s Theory of Multiple
Intelligences plus activities, a clear explanation of Bloom’s
taxonomy of thinking skills plus activities, calendars
to enhance the educational process on a daily basis,
explanations of cooperative learning classrooms plus
activities, and authentic assessment procedures and
portfolios.

This book includes an overview of Howard Gardner’s
Theory of Multiple Intelligences plus activities, a clear
explanation of Bloom’s Taxonomy of thinking skills plus
activities, calenders to enhance the educational process
on a daily basis, and explanations of cooperative learning
classrooms plus activities. Featuring content speciﬁcally
tailored to the Australian curriculum, these highinterest activities are fresh, original and of relevance to
contemporary students.

INA8293 • $39.95

INA8811 • $39.95

Teaching Emotional Intelligence
Integrating Thinking in Maths: Revised
Edition
Imogene Forte - Sandra Schurr • 1 74101 830 7

The Integrating Thinking series offers concise, readable
overviews of each relevant learning modality, tool and
strategy, accompanied by collections of exciting activities
all designed for use in upper primary-lower secondary
classrooms. Each book in the series includes: an overview
of Howard Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences
(plus activities), a clear explanation of Bloom’s Taxonomy
of thinking skills (plus activities), calendars to enhance
the educational process on a daily basis, explanations of
cooperative learning classrooms (plus activities), and authentic assessment procedures
and portfolios. “Maths” includes activities in: manipulations, applied mathematics,
general mathematics, calculators, basic maths operations, set theory and famous
mathematicians.

Adina Bloom Lewkowicz • 1 74170 587 8

Teaching Emotional Intelligence, Second Edition, provides
educators with fresh and engaging techniques to help
children increase self-awareness, manage emotions,
build self-control, and develop positive relationships.
In a streamlined, teacher-friendly format, Adina Bloom
Lewkowicz offers tools to promote students’ personal and
academic success. This practical text provides a generous
collection of fully developed lesson plans with role plays,
ready-to-use activity sheets and suggestions for adapting
the activities to individual learning levels. This revised
edition features expanded coverage of relevant research, new lessons on topics such as
bullying and violence prevention and guidelines for positive classroom management..

CO5878 • $45.95

Creative and Critical Thinking in
Humanities

INA8307 • $39.95

Michael Falkner & Greg O’Toole • 1 74170 286 0

Integrating Thinking in Science: Revised
Edition
Imogene Forte - Sandra Schurr • 1 74101 831 5

Each book in the series offers concise, readable overviews
of each relevant learning modality, tool and strategy,
accompanied by collections of exciting activities all
designed for use in upper primary/lower secondary
classrooms. Each book includes: an overview of Howard
Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences (plus activities),
a clear explanation of Bloom’s Taxonomy of thinking skills
(plus activities), calendars to enhance the educational
process on a daily basis, explanations of cooperative
learning classrooms (plus activities), and authentic assessment procedures and
portfolios. “Science” includes activities in: Geology, Meteorology, Physics, Chemistry,
Zoology, Ecology, Life Sciences and General Science.

INA8315 • $39.95

Integrating Thinking in Australian History
Imogene Forte - Sandra Schurr • 1 74101 879 X

This book includes an overview of Howard Gardner’s
Theory of Multiple Intelligences plus activities, a clear
explanation of Bloom’s Taxonomy of thinking skills plus
activities, calenders to enhance the educational process
on a daily basis, and explanations of cooperative learning
classrooms plus activities. Featuring highly-relevant
and contemporary issues in Australian history, these
high-interest activities are fresh, original and of relevance
to all middle years students. Topics covered include
Indigenous Australia, Immigration, European Settlement,
the Gold Rush, Federation and the First and Second World Wars, with activities using
various thinking frameworks designed to meet requirements for the Australian History
component of your humanities syllabus.

INA879X • $39.95

The Creative and Critical Thinking program is based on
using Bloom’s Taxonomy with current Humanities curricula
to create an exciting fusion of units from English, Science
and Technology, History, and Creative and Practical Arts.
This book is a collection of eight units derived from
national curriculum standards, covering such topics as:
Bali, Rainforests, Deserts, Antarctica, Federal Government,
Indigenous Australians, The Gold Rush and Australian
Inland Explorers. Each unit of work contains a Teacher
Assessment Sheet, two Student Task Sheets and a Student Self Evaluation sheet.

HB2860 • $29.95

What If?
Barbara E. Broomell and Donald W. Grifﬁn

Activities about familiar nursery rhymes and poems to
expose primary level students to situations that stimulate
the development of creative and critical thinking skills.
Emphasis is placed upon the application of knowledge
in exercises involving discussion of ideas, independent
thinking and problem-solving.

Book 1 – 2201 • $17.95
Book 2 – 2203 • $17.95

Becoming Emotionally Intelligent
Catherine Corrie • 1 74101 277 5

This is a book to be experienced. It takes the theory behind
emotional intelligence and ‘walks you through it’ in a
comfortable, supportive, yet challenging way. When you
engage with the philosophy of the book and the activities
in it, you will discover more about yourself and realise you
have a much greater choice about your effect on those
around you, adults as well as children, than you ever
believed.

NE0690 • $45.95
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Hands On Thinking
Problem-Based Learning for Maths &
Science, 2nd Edition

Get Your Hands on Problem Solving: Level 1
Shirley Hoogeboom • 1 74025 952 1

Look for a pattern, make a picture, use logical
thinking, make an organised list, guess and check
, make a table, act out with objects. This group of
entertaining story helps introduce students to the
process of problem solving. Children will learn to use
a four-step plan for solving problems, plus seven
handy strategies. This book includes 12 step-bystep teaching plans, 52 non-routine story problems.
Students act out many of the story problems with
bear counters, cubes and pattern blocks. Ages 5-8.

Diane Ronis • 1 74170 536 3

Diane Ronis demonstrates how the problem-based
learning (PBL) method gives students the opportunity to
actively explore and resolve authentic problem simulations
and student-identiﬁed problems in the community while
strengthening their problem-solving skills. Updated
throughout, this second edition illustrates how to use the
PBL inquiry process with Internet resources to create an
integrated instructional environment, and also provides
problem-based learning activities relating to maths and

IDA7910 • $19.95
IDA7911 • $19.95

science in each chapter.

CO5363 • $42.95

Problems as Possibilities:
Problem-Based Learning for K–16
Education, 2nd Edition
Linda Torp - Sara Sage • 1 74101 336 4

The book that deﬁned problem-based learning
to thousands of educators has now been
updated with new classroom examples, new
curriculum designs, and an in-depth look at
using problem-based learning in assessments.
Expand your ideas for how to use this authentic,
experiential form of learning to foster students’ creativity, actively engage them in the
curriculum, integrate disciplines, and naturally combine class work with real life.

101064 • $37.95

Differentiated Instruction Series - A Focus
on Gifted and Inclusion - Viewer’s Guide

Thinking Strategies for Science, Grades
5-12 2nd Edition
Sally Berman • 1 74170 024 8

This revised edition offers easy-to-use strategies for
cooperative learning, and includes updated research, a
new section on designing your own science activities,
an expanded discussion of assessment methods, and
an assortment of handy reproducibles to use with lesson
plans. With the research-based rationale behind each
activity and strategy, teachers will be able to help students
make their thinking visible through graphic organisers such
as webs, Venn diagrams and matrices; gather, process,
analyse and apply information; and increase students’ comprehension by working in
cooperative learning groups. Designed to promote the development of lifelong thinking
and learning skills, this practical resource offers teachers powerful techniques for
engaging students and advancing their achievements in science.

CO0248 • $41.95

Constance W. Iervolino • 1741010772

This Viewer’s Guide is for use by individuals and facilitators
who will be viewing the videos in the Differentiated
Instruction series. This guide can be used with any of
the two videos. The assumption in developing this series
is that teachers are currently working in heterogeneous
classrooms, with all that is implied in this diversity. The
goal is to provide the viewer with a framework through
which an array of practical tools can be identiﬁed and
subsequently used to make teaching and learning more
successful for all students.

NPR36250 • $19.95

Differentiated Instruction - A Focus on
Inclusion - A Video Series
Constance W. Iervolino • 1741010756

Based on the core components of differentiation that
govern all quality instruction, begin to learn how to
more effectively deliver appropriate curriculum content.
Incorporated is research such as Multiple Intelligences
principles of learning, brain-compatible Learning
Curriculum Scaffolding and Environmental Learning. This
video and the accompanying Viewer’s Guide provides
you with a framework for practise and other supporting
resources. This video will assist you in customising your
instructional practice so as to ensure that all students are successful. VHS 50 minutes.

NPR3617 • $99.00

Differentiated Instruction in Action CDROM
1741013208

When you can’t send staff members to a conference
on differentiated instruction, here’s the perfect tool to
bring everyone up-to-day on best practices for designing
curriculum and learning experiences to meet students’
needs. Drawing from a recent ASCD conference on
differentiated instruction, this interactive CD-ROM includes presentations from Carol
Ann Tomlinson and other leading authorities, plus selected handouts and readings from
their presentations.

504031 • $199.00

Problem Solving Reasoning and
Strategies P-2
Marigold Draper & Jenny Kotros • 1 74025 534 8

Problem Solving activities engage children in learning
by challenging them to think. They allow them the
opportunity to express mathematical ideas construct
meaning and assist them to develop strategies and
mathematical reasoning. Students are encouraged to
use any manipulative materials in the classroom to aid
in solving problems. Students draw pictures and use
mathematical notation to represent their ideas. This book
provides a variety of activities which cater for a range of
problem solving skills to be developed with the concepts outlined in the mathematical
frameworks. These activities have been designed for Years 1 and 2 but are also suitable
for years 3 and 4.

5348 • $21.95
Interdisciplinary Unit
Tiffany M Kidner & Ronald E Kidner • 1 86401 904 2

These pages are ﬁlled with a wide variety of
lesson ideas, as well as reproducible pages
for use with intermediate and middle school
students. The themes are connected to the
curriculum with activities in reading, writing,
oral language, science, SOSE, maths, art and
life skills.

Energy
Shakespeare
Survival
Heroes
Courage

HB03154 • $54.95
HBO3162 • $54.95
HBO3166 $54.95
HB669X • $54.95
HBO3150 • $54.95
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Hands On Thinking
Mental Aerobics - 370 Thinking Workouts
Years 5-9

Mind Bogglers - Reproducible

Anne Fisher • 1 74025 306 X

The challenging activities in Mind Bogglers will help
students to sharpen critical thinking skills. Cracking codes,
pondering patterns to solve mysteries, solving number
and word puzzles, and working problems involving logical
thinking are all part of the fun! Many of these mind
bogglers can be solved using logical thinking and common
sense. After each puzzle is solved, students are invited
to create a similar puzzle of their own to stump someone
else. Complete solutions are provided in the back of the
book. Great for students in years 5-8.

Margaret Thomas • 1 74101 097 7

Fill those spare moments before the bell with these mind
stretchers guaranteed to stimulate thinking and give kids
a healthy ‘thinking workout’. There are 370 high-interest
questions you can draw from. Mental Aerobics require
students to think critically and respond quickly. Simply
open to any page and present one of the stimulation
brain teasers appropriate for your class. Problems vary in
difﬁculty and many offer opportunity for extended, more
detailed answers. Answer key provided.

6097 • $20.75

IFA19312 • $27.95

Mind Stretchers - Vocabulary

More Mind Bogglers - Homework Booklet

Anne Fisher • 1 74025 126 1

Margaret Thomas • 1 74025 784 7

If you are looking for a resource that will challenge even
your brightest middle years students whilst expanding
their vocabularies, and one that will do so in a fun,
appealing manner, then this is it! Mind Stretchers –
Vocabulary contains over 70 different activities in word
play and creative thinking. Any boredom in your English
class will quickly disappear when your students start
tackling these pages.

The Mathematical Mind series was created to develop in
students a greater understanding of the maths concepts
involved in the standards for middle school maths. Easyto-follow instructions combined with timely examples
make the activities user-friendly to students. Many of the
activites are self-checking with answers that complete
a puzzle or riddle. Various motivating formats make the
problems fun for kids to solve and involve a number of
critical thinking and problem-solving strategies.

IFA2529 • $27.45

IFA2906 • $10.50

A Handbook for Explosive, Engaging,
Enriching Classroom Strategies

In Full Bloom: A Thinking Approach to
Teaching Literature

Sandra Schurr • 1 74101 341 0

Tina McDougall • 1 74025 569 0

A Handbook for Explosive, Engaging, Enriching Classroom
Strategies provides a comprehensive guide to sound
theory and effective practices to attain educational
objectives in the middle years. Focusing on methods and
activities that lead to the development of critical skills,
this book shows how to differentiate curriculum and use
cooperative learning techniques. Covering topics such as
Bloom’s taxonomy, Krathwohl’s taxonomy, learning centres,
investigative tasks and more. This bank of practical tools
and techniques will be ‘explosive’ in the classroom!

This resource gives teachers of the middle years the tools to
help students become strategic and independent readers. It
outlines a literacy program based on strategies of Benjamin
Bloom’s six levels of cognitive thinking and contains
interactive literacy tasks to capture students’ interests and
develop in them a lifelong love of reading. The book includes
assessment suggestions and checklists to record which
activities have been completed. Designed to engage even
the reluctant reader students with learnig difﬁculties.

HB9653 • $29.95

HB3410 • $29.95

Gifted Children in the Regular Classroom

Mastering Word Problems

Kathryn T. Hegeman • 1862994374

Susan Anderson Mauck • 1 74101 289 9

Teachers need to provide their students with opportunities
to practise their maths skills in real-life situations. This
resource book was created to meet that need. The practise
pages are divided into four sections including a section
to provide an opportunity for the teacher and students
to work together, independent work, practise for in the
classroom and homework. Also there are test you can
administer to assess a student’s mastery and use of
some of the problem-solving methods they have learned
throughout this book.

TCM3357 • $29.95

Quick Thinkers 300 Challenges To Fill
Those Idle Moments Year 5-8
Anne Fisher • 1 74025 138 5

The perfect solution to those spare moments when
there’s not enough time to do anything else. Brainteasers,
puzzlers, word games, and other challenges stimulate the
minds of all students. Quick Thinkers has been written for
use in with middle years or high school students. Subjects
vary widely, including everything from geometry to
geography, from astronomy to alphabetisation. You will also
ﬁnd logic questions and general knowledge topics, making
this the perfect resource for the cross-curriculum classes.
Answers are included with the questions for your quick reference.

IFA2524 • $27.45

This book is an invaluable compendium of ideas, forms,
suggestions, checklists and projects for gifted students
who need differentiated learning experiences in the regular
classroom. It includes identiﬁcation checklists, assessment
records and individual education plans based on Bloom’s
taxonomy to enable teachers to implement and manage
a successful gifted program. Chapters include: Program
planning, Writing goals and objectives, Identiﬁcation of
students, Involving/advising parents, Establishing student
interests, Individual educational plans, Special provision
for the disabled, Speciﬁc teaching strategies, Classroom management, Curricula
adaptations, Individual progress records, Lesson planning, Using community resources,
Using enrichment centres and Using parents and mentors.

2012 • $39.95

Going Places - Adventures in Listening
and Thinking
Greta Rasmussen & Ted Rasmussen • 1 86401 925 5

Going Places is a book to be savored. It is a chance for you
and your students to share some special moments as you
go on ﬁve imaginary trips. Students will go to the zoo, to a
country fair, to the mountains for camping, to the Town Hall
and on aeroplane trip. This book will challenge students in
listening and thinking.

HB02239 • $37.95
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Hands On Thinking
Team Challenges

Inquiry Science P-2

Charlotte Samiec • 1741013542

Jenny Kotros - Marigold Draper • 1 74101 905 2

Team Challenges is a collection of forty exciting, openended tasks that require teamwork, imagination and fast
thinking. They can be used by teams of all kinds, and
are ideal for enrichment, extension and team-building.
These lively and original challenges are designed to be
demanding but fun, and to enhance: • cooperation •
creativity • risk-taking • higher-level thinking skills.
Participating in these challenges will help team members
break away from routine ways of thinking and make
creative leaps into the unusual and the untried.

Inquiry Science is designed to engage children in
investigation and discovery, through hands on, studentcentred activities. These easily resourced learning centre
tasks provide opportunities for children to verbalise
their observations and make inferences. In addition to
a clear explanation of the activity, each lesson includes
background information on the topic and suggestions to
help children to focus on the experiment and to record and
think about the discoveries. Topics include light, electricity,
force, weather and water.

HB3542 • $29.95

HB9052 • $19.95

Designing Rubrics for Mathematics

Logic Line-Ups

Eileen Depka • 1 74101 457 3

Miguel Kagan • 1 74170 149 X

Students need to conquer maths in order to succeed
in today’s world. This insightful book not only provides
problem-based learning projects to use in the classroom,
but it also explains how to evaluate students’ maths
abilities. It stresses the importance of the assessment
process and rubric development and gives detailed
examples, sample lessons and hands-on projects that
actively engage the learner.

Build your students’ deductive thinking skills, spatial
reasoning, spatial vocabulary and teamwork skills
with these 72, ready-to-use, logic activities. You’ll ﬁnd
problems, answers and reproducible, line-up cards for
12 popular themes: barnyard, bugs, dinosaurs, fantasy,
holidays, nutrition, occupations, outer space, pets, seasons,
shapes and under the sea. Includes full-page, reproducible
cards for whole-class activities, and quarter-page cards for
the team, pair and independent activities described.

PE4573 • $69.95

KA149X • $22.95

Differentiating Maths Instruction, 2nd
Edition

Creative Maths Activities for Able Students –
Ideas for Working with Children Aged 11–14

William N. Bender • 1 74239 110 6

Anne Price • 1 74170 386 7

This second edition of Differentiating Maths Instruction
includes research on the value of brain-compatible
teaching and creative ways to get students visualising,
vocalising and moving to make instruction more
meaningful, motivational and successful. Teachers will
be able to quickly adapt the techniques to suit their
classrooms, with key features including: Strategies for use
within a Response to Intervention framework; At-a-glance
lists of “Top Ten Tactics” for successful implementation;
“Website Reviews” that outline additional online resources; and concrete strategies to
tap into multiple intelligences.

Finding stimulating and challenging maths activities for
able pupils in a mainstream classroom can be demanding
for the busy teacher, especially if maths is not your
specialism. Anne Price explains the issues and theories
surrounding the education of able pupils and links these to
practical, creative examples to be used in the classroom.
Useful resources include photocopiable materials, advice
on different teaching styles and activities and tasks for
individuals and groups or the whole class.

SA3867 • $35.95

CO1106 • $49.95

How to Differentiate Instruction

Differentiation Through Learning Styles
and Memory

Janice Skowron • 1 74101 456 5

Marilee Sprenger • 1 74101 441 7

Today’s students are more diverse than ever, and teachers’
lessons need to be able to reach all levels. Differentiated
instruction can bridge how students learn with what
they learn. This how-to booklet provides step-by-step
directions for planning differentiated instruction. It explores
everything from desired results to lesson design to
assessment. A general matrix for planning instructional
design is also included.

PE4565 • $15.00

PI in the Sky: Hands-on Mathematical
Activities for Teaching Astronomy
Robert Pethoud • 1 86299 933 3

Think of astronomy and starry nights, and telescopes may
well come to mind. PI in the Sky was written for teachers
who have access to neither of these commodities. The
activities are designed for daylight hours (except for a
couple of short homework assignments) using materials
commonly found in schools or, when necessary, in the local
hardware store. The goals of this project are for students
to: construct accurate and lasting mental images of our
neighbourhood in space, see how scientiﬁc knowledge
is obtained, gain a sense of the unlimited potential for exploration of our world that is
possible with only the simplest equipment, and to enhance the students’ self-images.

3814 • $35.95

In the modern Australian classroom, teachers are faced
with the challenge of teaching to a diverse group of
students, with different cultural backgrounds, home lives,
and learning styles. One-size-ﬁts-all lesson plans are just
not feasible. Differentiation Through Learning Styles and
Memory gives an essential overview of how the brain
processes, stores and retains information, and provides
teachers with a wealth of ideas to help guide students
in accessing this information by utilising their individual
learning styles and strengths.From creating a safe and comfortable environment
for learning to tailoring lesson plans to visual, auditory and kinesthetic learners,
Differentiation Through Learning Styles and Memory is a blueprint for a differentiated
classroom!

CO4417 • $39.95

Power of Diversity
Barbara Prashnig • 1741018056

A fascinating introduction to the concept of learning styles
and the part they play in every area of our lives. Designed
as an easy-to-read workbook with checklists and exercises
to give the reader insight into their own unique learning
preferences. This book is great for anyone interested in
improving their success academically, in business, sport,
or in relationships at work or home.

NE8056 • $49.95
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Hands On Thinking
Environmental Science Series:
Interdependence in the Natural World

Our Only Earth

The Kino Learning Centre • 1 86299 422 6

Our Only Earth features seven books that target seven world problems:tropical
deforestation, air pollution, poverty/hunger/overpopulation, war, endangered species,
oceans and our energy crisis. Each book informs students on the issue and then
empowers them to take action. Each book includes: Fact Cards (accelerated learning
activity), Student Handbook with overview of the global problem, kinaesthetic classroom
activity, geography activity, self-directed activity, scavenger hunt and summit journal,
Teacher’s Guide; This integrated curriculum explores real-life issues, culminating in a
Summit at which students seek solutions to global problems and create action plans.
This versatile program is ideal for years 4-12 and as a format for community and
regional forums.

This book, Interdependence in the Natural World, looks
at the importance of complexity in nature and discusses
the conditions that create stability and balance within
the natural world. The objectives include: identifying
major ways in which living things depend on each other,
identifying major ways in which living things depend on
the environment around them, describing the major cycles
of nature, identifying ways in which human activity has
interfered with the cycles and webs of interdependence in
nature, identifying choices in land use which encourage complexity in nature.

Linda MacRae Campbell & Micki McKisson

$31.00 EACH

1803 • $22.95

Environmental Science Series:
Consumption in a Finite World
The Kino Learning Centre • 1 86299 302 5

This book, Consumption in a Finite World, is designed to
build a holistic understanding of ecological relationships
in regard to consumption and our use of renewable and
non-renewable resources. The objectives include: deﬁning
terminology related to consumerism, identifying what
and how much we consume, identify ways in which food,
water and non-food products are consumed,describing the
direct and indirect effects on the earth resulting from the
consumption process.

1804 • $22.95

Environmental Science Series:
Endangered Species
The Kino Learning Centre • 1 86299 304 1

The books in this series are designed to build a
holistic understanding of ecological relationships and
environmental problems. This book, Endangered Species,
looks at adaptations in plants and animals. The objectives
include: deﬁning and exploring the species which can no
longer adapt to or survive in the world, examining three
major human-caused changes in the environment that
have threatened organisms with extinction, identify actions
which can be taken to save endangered species, exploring
how land-use decisions affect the environment and wildlife.

1806 • $22.95

Environmental Issues Series: Population
Growth and Balance
Joni Keating • 1 86299 306 8

This book is designed to convey a holistic understanding
of ecological principles and contemporary environmental
problems. This book, Population growth and balance, looks
at solving social and environmental problems on both a
local and global level. The objectives include: deﬁning
terminology related to population ecology, describing the
characteristic growth pattern of populations, identifying
natural regulatory factors that tend to keep populations
at an optimum level for their environment, identifying
seriously threatening problems in the world related to the unchecked growth of the
human population.

1807 • $22.95
Environmental Issues Series: Energy Use
and Abuse - Revised
Joni Keating • 1 86299 305 X

This book, Energy Use and Abuse, looks at the use of a
long-term energy source and discusses our current methods
of using matter and energy. This book asks the question,
‘Is it possible to restructure our use of energy sources?’
And, ‘Is conservation necessary to enable long-term, stable
use of resources?’ These questions will give students the
opportunity to thoroughly explore the way we use energy
and question our consumption of these resources.

1808 • $22.95

3651 • The Energy Crisis
3652 • The Future of our Tropical Forests
3653 • Our Troubled Skies
3654 • Or Divided World: Poverty, Hunger and Overpopulation
3655 • War: The Global Battleﬁeld
3656 • Endangered Species: Their Struggle to Survive
3657 • The Ocean Crisis
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Hands On Thinking
7 Amazing Discoveries (DVD) - Practical
Applications of New Brain Research

The Dramatically Different Classroom: MI
Activities Across the Curriculum

Eric P. Jensen • 1 74170 100 7

Christine Laitta & Mark Weakland • 1 74170 172 4

Student achievement comes from using proven strategies
in a positive, caring environment. In this user-friendly DVD,
Eric Jensen, a leading expert in translating brain research,
presents seven remarkable discoveries that can positively
affect school attendance and student behaviour, cognition,
memory and social skills. This 25-minute “plug-and-play”
DVD allows P-12 educators to back up, review and easily
select speciﬁc topics from an abundance of researchbased strategies.

Spanning the intelligences, these 100 plus activities
are designed to release the hidden genius in students
with all intelligences, especially those who learn through
movement and music. You’ll love these innovative ways
to present your everyday curriculum including: Character
Monologues, Wax Museum, Maths Theatre, and Soaring
through the Solar System. Your mathematics, English,
science and health, and social studies come alive through
creative dramatics. Includes terriﬁc classbuilders and
energising brain breaks.

CO1007 • $59.95

KA1724 • $47.95

Don’t Teach! Let Me Learn! Series
Nina Crosby & Elizabeth Marten

Don’t Teach! Let Me Learn! was developed by practicing
educators to provide a vehicle for reaching and motivating
the intermediate-aged student. The level of difﬁculty of
each individual activity is indicated on the Matrix Chart
based on Bloom’s Taxonomy of Cognitive Thinking. Each
study unit contains many activity choices, providing
stimulation and variation for your students. The language
of each activity is directed to the student, and the activities
are self-complete rather than dependent upon one another.

Inquiry learning in Life Science
1741016231
HB2177 • $30.95

Inquiry learning in English 1741016487
HB6487 • $30.95

Inquiry Learning in Humanities 1741016479
HB6479 • $30.95

From Toothpicks to Treetops:
Quantity and Space in
Mathematics
Rita J. Corbett - Foreword by Mahesh Sharma
• 1 74101 713 0

From Toothpicks to Treetops serves the needs
of the maths whiz and the non-mathematically
inclined alike by exploring and applying
mathematical constructs to everyday situations. It outlines four ways students can begin
to engage in problem solving: Identiﬁcation, comparison, combination and separation.
Each method is used to reveal connections between mathematical thoughts, topics
and applications. Activities are included at the end of each chapter to help students
understand the relationship of mathematics and their surroundings.

CO7130 • $45.95

Mind Stretchers
Anne Fisher • 1 74025 120 2

Research Start-Ups Grades 3-6
Murray Suid • 1 74101 008 X

Research Start-Ups can help you to help students develop
the life-long skills of ﬁnding and using information.
Research Start-Ups provides the knowledge and practice
students require to research effectively. The activities
cover research basics, as well as using an almanac, atlas,
dictionary, encyclopedia, expert, quotation book, television,
and the Internet.

MMA2106 • $29.95

Any boredom in your Maths class will quickly
disappear when your students start tackling the
pages in Mind Stretchers – Maths. These puzzlers
are certain to challenge even your brightest maths
stars. (They may even challenge you!) While your
students are solving these unique puzzlers they
will be practising valuable maths skills in most of
the important middle years maths areas.

Maths
Vocabulary
Science

IFA2528 • $27.45
IFA2529 • $27.45
IFA2530 • $27.45

Reaching out to all Thinkers
Oliver Caviglioli - Ian Harris • 1 74101 372 0

This handy booklet offers ideas to extend teachers’ understanding of
thinking skills and their use in the classroom. It presents a range of
current approaches to thinking, rather than focusing on any particular
package, with practical ideas that can be used immediately.It covers
topics such as:• levels of thinking (Bloom’s taxonomy) • barriers to and
dispositions for thinking • creative and critical thinking• strategies for
good problem-solving • how to model thinking skills.

NE3720 • $9.95

The Thinking Child
Nicola Call with Sally Featherstone • 1 74101 279 1

The Thinking Child draws upon a vast wealth of research
and publications to present ﬁve in-depth categories about
the brain and how it functions. The authors address
many issues of interest to practioners, including how to
maximise learning through play, how to deﬁne intelligence,
the current thinking about why some children develop
disorders such as ADHD, and how to help children develop
emotional intelligence.

NE2791 • $35.95

Reaching out to All Learners
Cheshire County Council • 1 74101 376 3

This booklet integrates current, educationally signiﬁcant research about
the brain and learning with information on how students learn most
effectively.Informative summaries on different theories of intelligence and
their application cover • Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences• Sternberg’s
Sucessful Intelligence • Emotional intelligence• Williams taxonomy of
creative thought• Fogarty’s Four-corner framework• Costa’s Habits of
MindReaching out to all Learners includes practical ideas for sustaining
a mind-friendly learning framework in the classroom; and facts about
learning and essential details about memory, review, recall and retention
that will help develop your students as life-long learners.

NE3763 • $9.95

The Thinking Child Resource Book
Nicola Call with Sally Feathersone • 1 74101 278 3

This book gives advice on a wide range of techniques and
activities such as how to engage Multiple Intelligences,
how to open productive dialogue with young children, how
to select and use music, and strategies for increasing
children’s time on task. It lists more than a thousand ideas
on how to use brain-based learning techniques in the
foundation stages.

NE2783 • $39.95
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Hands On Thinking
Think & Discover Science - What Makes
Glow-worms Glow?

Music With the Brain in Mind
Eric P. Jensen • 1 74170 112 0

This timely resource translates the latest brain and music
research and provides practical strategies for incorporating
the musical arts at all levels. With sections on both theory and
classroom applications, you’ll ﬁnd it easy to put science into
practice immediately and convince others of its beneﬁts. From
a primer on how the body hears music to its impact on stress
level, perceptual-motor skills, memory and emotional intelligence, you’re in for a feast
of facts and ﬁndings. Included are tips for choosing music and the various beneﬁts of
different music types.

Becky Daniels • 1 74025 406 6

What Makes Glowworms Glow? is a science book written
especially for grade one students. With this resource,
young children can explore 49+ different science topics
that cover animals, the human body, our planet, the four
elements and more. Each scientiﬁc experience is divided
into three parts: Hear: Launch the activity by asking a
question and having an open-ended discussion. See:
Teach the concept by explaining facts and demonstrating
a scientiﬁc experiment using easy to obtain materials.
Do: Reinforce the concept by providing an opportunity
for children to discover and learn through hands-on
exploration. Wonder is contagious. Ages 5-7.

CO1120 • $39.95

Building the Reading Brain, P-3, 2nd Ed
Patricia Wolfe & Pamela Nevills • 1 74170 921 0

IFA19131 • $24.95

This second edition of Building the Reading Brain covers
brain theory and research to give educators a clear picture
of how children acquire and develop language skills in
preparation for reading. Moving through skills acquisition
from birth to age eight, it provides best teaching practices
for fostering critical literacy skills for each age group. This
updated edition of the best-selling book features updated
research, expanded information on English learners and
Response to Intervention, and information about mirror
neurons, sensory input and decoding pathways.

A World of Difference
Rosemary Sage • 1 74101 379 8

This book analyses the issues surrounding the world
of difference we see in schools today. It unpacks the
elements of diversity – personality, intelligence, styles of
learning and communicating, social class, gender, race,
culture, ethnicity, learning difﬁculties, disability, views
and values – and suggests practical strategies to make
teachers’ lives easier and their students’ study less
stressful.

CO9210 • $45.95

Five-Minute Warm-Ups for the Middle
Years – Revised Edition

NE3798 • $45.95

Bea Green, Sandi Schlichting and Mary Ellen Thomas • 1741013968

Blogs, Wikis, Podcasts and Other Powerful
Web Tools, 2nd Edition

Never waste valuable class time again! Even with the best
planning, it is not always possible to eliminate those extra
minutes in class–time periods too short to start a major
lesson but too long to waste. While ﬁve minutes may seem
insigniﬁcant, consider that ﬁve minutes a day adds up to
over ﬁfteen hours during a school year - almost two full
days of time that can be used for effective reinforcement
of skills and concepts in English, maths, science, and
social studies. This book has over a hundred quick-andeasy activities that will spark students’ interest and make use of this

Will Richardson • 1 74170 243 7

This second edition shows educators of all levels how
to utilise the potential of technology and digital tools for
creating relevant, interactive learning in the classroom.
Containing updated research on web technology, a section
on Internet safety and a greater emphasis on information
literacy, this resource equips teachers with deﬁnitions,
explanations and how-to’s for using technology to enhance
learning, with real-life examples from teachers of all ages
from around the world.

INA3451 • $24.95

Tips, Tools and Timesavers for Thinking
Success: Primary and Middle Years

IFA19132 • $24.95

CO2437 • $42.95

Imogene Forte • 1 74101 038 1

Critical Thinking in Maths

This book offers a wealth of information and practical
strategies for teaching important thinking strategies and
skills to your students. Each major taxonomy of teaching
strategies is presented in an easily assimilated one-page
summary. The taxonomies that are covered include Bloom’s,
Multiple Intelligences, Integrated Instruction, Co-operative
Learning and Authentic Assessment. This valuable resource
includes charts, forms, model activities and sections of
things to do to reinforce higher order thinking skills.

Diane Ronis • 1741014220

Critical-thinking skills are the mental skills and processes
involved in the act of learning. This booklet offers ways
to promote critical thinking and make students more
conscious of their thinking in three contexts: cooperative
problem-solving and reﬂective discussion, writing about
mathematical ideas, and steps and strategies for problemsolving.

PE4220 • $17.95

INA3497 • $32.95

Concept-Rich Mathematics Instruction:
Building a Strong Foundation for
Reasoning and Problem Solving

Literacy Strategies for Improving Mathematics
Instruction
Joan M. Kenney, Euthecia Hancewicz , Loretta Heuer, Diana
Metsisto and Cynthia L. Tuttle • 1 74170 2895

Meir Ben-hur • 1 74170 253 4

The book uses familiar classroom anecdotes and lots
of sample problems to explain: • Why maths instruction
should capitalise on the learning of core concepts • How
to plan instructional sequences that build on what students
already understand about maths • Why it’s important to
engage students in discussing, analysing and reﬂecting
on maths concepts Mixing tried-and-true practices with
the latest research on learning, this book is loaded with
lots of valuable teaching tips to use right away: • The right amount of time to devote to
practising a new procedure • How to match the level of task difﬁculty to student abilities
• Why student errors are clues to common misconceptions about maths • How to use a
variety of formative assessment methods to reveal the state of your students’ learning.

Sample problems, checklists and planning tools help you
see exactly how to implement these strategies for students
in every year level and ability level, including ESL and
special needs classes. Key Selling Points: • Vocabularybased strategies help students comprehend terms that
are critical to understanding maths • Reading-to-learn
strategies equip students with methods for extracting
meaning from complex maths texts • Writing strategies
prepare students for problem solving and help them recognise the steps in math
processes • Graphic representations help students visualise maths concepts and
personalise their understandings • Discussion and listening strategies help students
access prior knowledge and communicate about problem solving

106008 • $29.95

105137 • $32.95
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Hands On Thinking
Arts with the Brain in Mind

Checkpoints and Guide Posts: A Planning
Resource for Teaching Thinking Skills and
Social Values (Revised edition)

Eric Jensen • 1 74101 258 9

The central theme of this book is that the arts promote the
development of valuable human neurobiological systems.
The arts enhance the process of learning. The systems
they nourish, which include our integrated sensory,
attentional, cognitive, emotional and motor capacities are,
in fact, the driving forces behind all other learning.

Bob Eberle & Rosie Hall • 1 74101 400 X

Checkpoints and Guide Posts is a comprehensive resource
for teaching thinking skills and social values. It covers
interpersonal relationships, moral-ethical development
and self-knowledge with a focus on higher level thinking
and feeling processes, in keeping with the needs of
gifted students. This thoughtful resource is invaluable for
individual teachers, curriculum planners, special education
teachers and facilitators of gifted students.

101011 • $35.95

2281 • $35.95
Lift Off To Learning
Michael Pohl & Mark Dixon • 1 74101 654 1

180 Icebreakers to Strengthen Critical
Thinking and Problem Solving Skills

Lift Off to Learning brings together thinking skills,
inquiry-based learning, and the integration of information
and communication technology (ICT) skills in a practical
approach for teaching and learning in the primary and
middle years. It includes an interactive CD of thinking
strategies and a process for developing inquiry-based
learning. Lift Off to Learning links ICT to thinking skills.
This book is co-authored by best-selling local author
Michael Pohl.

Imogene Forte and Sandra Schurr • 1864015993

Pique your students’ interest with these 180 icebreakers
for all ages to strengthen critical thinking and problem
solving skills. Each activity includes an intriguing fact,
a point to ponder, and a project to pursue. Incorporating
William’s and Bloom’s taxonomies, the ‘icebreakers’
address each of the intelligences and the six levels of
thinking. These activities will promote independent thinking
and will assist students to succeed in school and life.

HB6541 • $55.00

1110 • $32.95

Open-Ended Maths Tasks + CD
Kate Emry - Lyn Lewis - Clare Morfett • 1 74170 231 3

Questions prompt thinking. In order to get better thinking
out of our students, we need to ask better questions. This
book focuses on the use of open ended questions in the
maths classroom. Open ended questions promote effective
problem solving skills and can easily be incorporated
with thinking tools such as Bloom’s Taxonomy, Multiple
Intelligences, Habits of Mind, Creative and Critical Thinking
and other organisational skills. Includes a CD with printable
versions of the problems in the book.

Infusion Organizers on CD
Improves standards-based learning and test results. Ideal
for Staff Development! 100+ blank blackline organizers
on CD. Just print or modify and print for your own use. (CD
contains blank organizers only, not the content lessons
from the books)

7815 • $45.00

HB2313 • $39.95
HB1784 (VELS Edition) • $39.95
Summarization in Any Subject: 50 Techniques
to Improve Student Learning

Using Open Ended Maths Tasks - High School
John Wilson • 1 74170 707 2

Rick Wormeli • 1 74170 258 5

According to research, summarisation is one of the
top nine most effective teaching strategies. Educators
agree that the ability to summarise – to identify salient
information and structure it for meaning, long-term
retention and successful application – is an essential
academic skill. This book is a practical guide to written,
spoken, artistic and kinesthetic summarisation techniques.
Explore 50 time- and classroom-tested written, spoken,
artistic and kinesthetic summarisation techniques for both
individual assignments and group activities. Get all the steps and clear examples you
need to start using summarisation to improve students’ comprehension and boost their
long-term memory.

104014 • $45.95

We need to ask better questions to get better thinking
from our students, and Open-Ended Maths Tasks - High
School, is geared towards helping us do just that. Covering
two basic age levels, Years 7–8 and Years 9–10, this
book is designed to help educators looking for a variety
of strategies use short, innovative tasks based around
the four main learning theories – Creative and Critical
Thinking, Multiple Intelligences, Bloom’s Taxonomy and
Ryan’s Thinker’s Keys. Incorporating a substantive set
of task cards covering Structure, Number, Space and
Measurement and Chance and Data, this book facilitates better thinking skills and
comprehension in the secondary-school maths classroom.

HB7072 • $24.95
Open Ended Maths Tasks: Space, Chance and
Data

Leadership for Differentiating Schools and
Classrooms
Carol Tomlinson & Susan Demirsky Allan • 1 74101 689 4

Kate Emry, Lyn Lewis, Clare Morfett • 1 74170 816 8

This book explores how school leaders can develop
responsive, personalised and differentiated classrooms.
Differentiation is a teacher attending to the learning needs
of a student, rather than teaching a class as though
all individuals in it were alike. Expert educators teach
individuals the most important things in the most effective
ways. No single approach works. The authors show how
school leaders can encourage and support growth in our
classrooms.

This book will help primary-school educators use short,
innovative tasks based around the main learning theories:
Creative and Critical Thinking, Multiple Intelligences,
Graphic Organisers, Habits of Mind, Bloom’s Taxonomy
and Ryan’s Thinking Keys. Incorporating a substantive set
of task cards covering Space, Chance and Data, this book
facilitates better thinking skills and comprehension in the
primary-school classroom, incorporating different levels
for junior, middle and upper primary years, and special
instruction for classrooms with mixed-ability and multi-aged students.

100216 • $35.95

HB8168 • $39.95
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Special Needs
Psychiatric Disorders: Current Topics and
Interventions for Educators

RTI & Differentiated Reading in the P-8
Classroom

Steven Shaw, Paul McCabe • 9781742395647

Get to grips with the facts regarding a wide variety of
psychiatric conditions including Paediatric Bipolar disorder,
Mood Disorders, Autism Spectrum Disorders, ADHD,
eating disorders, the implications of paediatric medications
and many more. Each chapter starts with a case study
to engage the reader in the subject matter at hand, and
includes thought-provoking questions and speciﬁc examples
to aid in understanding. Discover how schools can become
partners in health care delivery and help students to
overcome a wide range of challenges with which they may be afﬂicted.

CO5647 • $49.95

William Bender, Laura Waller • 9781742391854

Whole-group reading instruction is obsolete. Three
dramatic innovations are now changing the face of
reading instruction response to intervention (RTI),
differentiated instruction and technology. Each is critical
to 21 century education. This book spells out how to
restructure the early primary classroom using these
three innovations. The very nature of literacy is evolving.
Students in the new century will need not just skill in
reading, but the ability to navigate computer-based
technologies for writing, communications and networking. This book will help
educators meet the needs of this emergent new literacy.

SOT1854 • $32.95

Inclusion Strategies & Interventions
9781742399706

In inclusive classrooms, students with special educational
needs are treated as integral members of the education
environment. Inclusion interventions honour the belief that
all students are capable of meeting high expectations. The
goal of inclusion is more than just preparing students to pass
standardised tests and increasing academic levels. With this
book you can gain strategies to offer the academic, social,
emotional and behavioural beneﬁts that allow students
to achieve their highest potential. Inclusion interventions
connect the instruction to each student’s unique needs.

SOT9706 • $32.95

A Practical Look at Response to
Intervention DVD
Mike Mattos • 9781742399744

A system in which struggling students must fail before
they can receive additional support is being replaced by
comprehensive systems of interventions. In this breakout
session, Mike Mattos provides an accessible survey of
response to intervention (RTI) systems and explains how
RTI, combined with a professional learning community (PLC)
foundation, creates a powerful system for achieving high
levels of learning for all students. In accessible language,
Mattos uses engaging examples to provide an overview of
this innovative and effective approach. He analyses the essential features of RTI and
shows how each relies on PLC practices to be truly successful.

SOT9744 • $99.00

Understanding Response to Intervention
Sandra Patton, Robert Howell, Margaret Deiotte • 9781742396033

Whether you’re seeking a basic understanding of Response
To Intervention or thorough knowledge for implementation,
you need this book. Understanding Response to Intervention
drills deep to deliver the nuts and bolts of RTI. Respond to
the needs of struggling students by building a pyramid of
interventions, solving problems in collaborative teams, and
monitoring student progress through data to help every
unique learner succeed.

Pyramid of Behavior Interventions: Seven
Keys to a Positive
Tom Hierck, Chris Weber, Charlie Coleman • 9781742392301

Student will experience frustration, confusion and perhaps
failure if they do not have clearly articulated routines,
structures and expectations for their learning environment.
This book asks educators to commit to proactively serving
all students and anticipating their needs. The authors
transform the research on student behaviour, response to
intervention and professional learning communities into
practical strategies educators can use to create superior
school and classroom climates and cultures in which
learning is primed to occur. A three-tiered pyramid of behaviour model provides a
continuum of effective schoolwide behaviour support with seven keys to a positive
learning environment.

CO5647 • $49.95

Pyramid Response to Intervention
Mike Weber, Austin Buffum, Mike Mattos • 9781742396040

In light of the educational, economic and demographic
circumstances faced by Australian schools, authors
Austin Buffum, Mike Mattos and Chris Weber explain
how Response to Intervention (RTI) is most effective
when built on the Professional Learning Communities
at Work model. Obtain a clear picture of how to create
a three-tiered pyramid response to intervention to help
ensure that students learn and resolve any behavioural
problems. Over a dozen activities are included to help
guide teams in evaluating their current system, building
strong interventions, and creating a successful and compliant pyramid response
to intervention.

SOT6040 • $35.00

SOT6033 • $35.00

Overcoming Difﬁculties with Number:
Supporting Dyscalculia and Students who
Struggle with Maths
9781743300077

In writing this practical book, Ronit Bird has drawn on her
teaching and training experience to create teaching plans for
key numeracy topics, aimed at those working with students
aged 9-16. She provides detailed strategies for teaching
numeracy skills through a progression of practical activities and
visualisation techniques which build the self-esteem of students
who need extra help and give them a basic foundation in number.

SA0077 • $39.95

Recognising and Planning for Special
Needs in the Early Years
Maggie Smith, Chris Dukes • 9781742391342

Making sure that young children with special educational
needs have the right support is a top priority for all early
years settings, but spotting additional needs can be tricky.
This book is the ultimate resource for busy practitioners, who
want good, clear advice on what to look for and how to set
up the necessary provision. From an award-winning author
team, the advice contained here will empower you, and give
you the conﬁdence to identify and plan for the needs of every
child in your care. Suitable for all early years students and
practitioners, this book reminds the reader that all children require additional support at
some stage, and that providing it is an essential part of good practice.

SA1342 • $47.95
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Special Needs
When Kids Are Grieving

Preventing Problem Behaviours:
Schoolwide Programs and Classroom
Practices, Second Ed

Donna Burns • 9781742394015

Most students experience some form of loss in their lives,
and the resulting grief can profoundly affect their academic
performance, emotional stability, and social interactions.
Serving both as a resource and workbook, this readerfriendly primer helps educators and school counsellors
understand and respond to the extraordinary challenges
that children and adolescents may face when dealing
with grief. With helpful charts, quotes, activities and case
studies, this book offers strategies to help students affected
by a wide range of crises.

CO4015 • $32.95

Making Math Accessible to Students with
Special Needs K-2

Bob Algozzine, Ann Daunic, Stephen Smith
• 9781742395067

In today’s increasingly diverse PreK–12 classrooms,
problem behaviors can often interrupt instructional time
and disrupt learning. Designed for 21st-century school
leaders, administrators, behavior specialists, and classroom
teachers, this research-based guide offers speciﬁc
strategies and plans for preventing problem behavior at
both the classroom and school level. Based on the premise that early response to
problems can lead to better outcomes for students, the book’s content is framed around
four essential areas: foundations, intervention, collaboration, and evaluation.

CO5067 • $49.95

9781742394947

Increase your capacity to make mathematics accessible
to all students. This manual offers tools and guidance that
everyone in mathematics education can use to increase
conﬁdence and competence. Chapters address critical
topics such as federal and state legislation, research-based
instructional best practices, and alternative instruction
and assessment practices. Reﬂective questions and tasks
make this a perfect book for self-guided or group study.
Appendices offer sample answers and additional supports.

SOT4947 • $35.00

Making Math Accessible to Students with
Special Needs 3-5
9781742394978

Increase your capacity to make mathematics accessible
to all students. This manual offers tools and guidance that
everyone in mathematics education can use to increase
conﬁdence and competence. Chapters address critical
topics such as federal and state legislation, research-based
instructional best practices, and alternative instruction
and assessment practices. Reﬂective questions and tasks
make this a perfect book for self-guided or group study.
Appendices offer sample answers and additional supports.

Improving Working Memory: Supporting
Students’ Learning
Tracy Packiam Alloway • 9781742391328

Your working memory is the information your brain stores for a
short period of time, it is your brain’s post-it note if you like and
how much information you can remember has a huge inﬂuence
on how well you do at school and beyond. By developing and
improving a child’s working memory, you will see improvements
in their achievements at school and in their concentration.
Better working memory can be particularly useful to children
with conditions where poor working memory is thought to be
an underlying factor. This book explains how to spot problems
early and how to work with children to improve their working memory, therefore increasing
their chances of success in the classroom. It is packed full of practical strategies to use with
students, but it also explains the theory behind them.

SA1328 • $49.95

Genetic and Acquired Disorders: Current
Topics and Interventions for Educators

SOT4978 • $35.00

Paul McCabe, Steven Shaw • 9781742395623

Making Math Accessible to Students with
Special Needs 6-8
9781742395012

Increase your capacity to make mathematics accessible
to all students. This manual offers tools and guidance that
everyone in mathematics education can use to increase
conﬁdence and competence. Chapters address critical
topics such as federal and state legislation, research-based
instructional best practices, and alternative instruction
and assessment practices. Reﬂective questions and tasks
make this a perfect book for self-guided or group study.
Appendices offer sample answers and additional supports.

Based on the most current research, this volume outlines issues
affecting children who are born with or acquire a medical
disorder or disease. Written for school psychologists, counselors,
administrators, and teachers, this easy-to-understand resource
covers advances in health care. Featuring case studies,
strategies for educators, discussion questions, glossaries, and
handouts, Genetic and Acquired Disorders provides valuable
information to practitioners involved in providing differentiated
instruction and educational accommodations, collaborating with
families, working with the community, or inﬂuencing policy.

CO5623 • $49.95

SOT5012 • $35.00

Making Math Accessible to Students with
Special Needs 9-12
9781742395029

Increase your capacity to make mathematics accessible
to all students. This manual offers tools and guidance that
everyone in mathematics education can use to increase
conﬁdence and competence. Chapters address critical
topics such as federal and state legislation, research-based
instructional best practices, and alternative instruction
and assessment practices. Reﬂective questions and tasks
make this a perfect book for self-guided or group study.
Appendices offer sample answers and additional supports.

SOT5029 • $35.00

Pediatric Disorders: Current Topics and
Interventions for Educators
Paul McCabe, Steven Shaw • 9781742395630

Medical issues in schools are a growing reality. In addition
to teaching academic skills, educators now play an integral
part in comprehensive health care delivery for children.
Based on current research, this volume outlines the most
current and urgent pediatric issues affecting schools today.
Written for school psychologists, counselors, administrators
and teachers. Featuring case studies, classroom strategies,
discussion questions, glossaries, and handouts, Pediatric
Disorders provides valuable information to practitioners
involved in providing differentiated instruction and educational accommodations,
collaborating with families, working with the community, and inﬂuencing policy.

CO5630 • $49.95
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Special Needs
Teaching with Poverty in Mind: What
Being Poor Does to Kids’ Brains and What
Schools Can Do About It
Eric Jensen • 9781742395821

Jensen helps you understand what poverty does to
children’s brains and why students raised in poverty are
especially subject to stressors that undermine school
behaviour and performance. Then learn how the effects
of poverty can be reversed when educators employ the
practices of turn-around schools and schools that have
a history of high performance among students raised
in poverty. Jensen explains what educators everywhere can do to improve the
achievement of economically disadvantaged students.

109074 • $25.95
Poverty Is NOT a Learning Disability

How The Brain Inﬂuences Behavior
David Sousa • 1741700175

Comprehensive yet concise, this guide for P–12 teachers
and counsellors provides methods for teaching selfcontrol and fostering positive relationships with troubled
students, including case studies that match effective
strategies with speciﬁc behaviours. In easy-to-understand
language, the author presents current information on brain
development and highlights factors that affect social and
emotional decision making, as well as negative behaviours
like impulsivity, deﬁance and violence. This invaluable
handbook also features forms, worksheets, checklists,
additional references and an expanded list of primary research sources to help teachers
understand and readily apply research-based principles for classroom and behaviour
management in their own classrooms.

CO0175 • $50.00

Tish Howard, Sandy Grogan Dresser • 9781742393414

Educators in years P-12 can help and allocate resources for
special education more effectively by preventing students
from being placed in the wrong program and providing
readiness reports. Offering an in-depth look at schools
that have realised effective results, this book challenges
educators and parents to consider how low expectations
can adversely affect student achievement. With these
strategies and tools, schools can meet the developmental
and environmental needs of their most vulnerable students
and watch their achievement and conﬁdence soar!

SOT4978 • $55.95

Academic Instruction for Students
With Moderate and Severe Intellectual
Disabilities in Inclusive Classrooms

Cognitive Behavioural Training: A How-to
Guide for Successful Behaviour
Mark Le Messurier • 1 74101 307 0

This book is for educators, counsellors and health
professionals. It is for those who wish to explore the notion
that children always do better when they are encouraged
to stretch their self-awareness and independence.
Using cognitive behavioural training (CBT), students are
explicitly taught to acquire new skills and solve problems
with organisation, planning, remembering, perseverance,
motivation, conﬁdence and more. With practical, easy-touse ideas and engaging exercises, this resource offers
effective tools to support children as they learn to change their behaviours.

HB3070 • $69.95

40 Reading Intervention Strategies for
Prep-6 Students

June Downing • 9781742395661

June Downing draws from a strong research base to provide
practical instructional strategies, plus suggestions based on
personal experience. Featuring tables and ﬁgures, chapter
summaries, photographs, multiple examples, and strategies
that address the how-to of instruction, this resource helps
general and special education teachers. Essential for today’s
inclusive classrooms, this guide covers everything teachers
need to know to provide individualized instruction and assessment for their students
with signiﬁcant intellectual disabilities.

Elaine McEwan-Adkins • 9781742394749

The interventions in this book are designed for educators
to use with individuals or small groups of students who
simply cannot keep up with the pace of instruction. The
author provides: ways to teach more vocabulary in less
time, resulting in greater understanding and retention; more
than thirty sample lessons; strategies for thinking aloud to
scaffold challenging comprehension skills and year-level
notations to determine which strategies work best.

CO5661 • $49.95

SOT4749 • $49.95
How the Special Needs Brain Learns, 2nd Ed

Strengthening Visual Memory Skills Modiﬁed Basic Skills

David Sousa • 9781742394701

In this completely revised second edition, Sousa builds
on the latest data by examining both simple and complex
learning strategies that can be adapted for students with
learning disabilities such as ADHD/ADD; speech, reading,
writing and maths disabilities; emotional and behavioural
disorders; autism; and Asperger’s syndrome. Emphasising
lifelong independent learning, increased retention and
cognitive ﬂexibility, this revision offers educators targeted
assistance. Offering real strategies for real classrooms,
Sousa’s latest work is an indispensable tool for all
educators, school administrators and pre-service educators, as well as parents who
want to better understand the way their children process and retain information.

Students who experience visual memory difﬁculties will
appreciate these short but effective exercises to improve
their recall of visual information. The author, a veteran
classroom and special education teacher, has devised over
40 pages of exercises that use touch, sight and speech to
build a student’s memory of shapes, numbers and letters.
The reproducible pages are easy to administer and check
over without need for an answer key. Students can work
one-on-one with an adult, in student pairs, or in small
groups. A checklist to show progress is included.

CO4701 • $49.95

LDA80022 • $24.95

How the Special Needs Brain Learns,
Second Edition (Multimedia Kit)
David Sousa • 9781742393643

Penny Groves • 1 74025 718 9

Correcting Reversals
Penny Groves • 1 74101 357 7

How the Special Needs Brain Learns: A Multimedia Kit
for Professional Development provides: • The companion
book, • A 44-minute, content-rich DVD that features David
A. Sousa discussing the impact of current neuroscientiﬁc
ﬁndings on instruction for students with special needs • A
companion DVD with a navigation menu for easy stop-andsearch control of the content • A step-by-step facilitator’s
guide that connects the core content of the book to the DVD.

The author of this book, an experienced teacher of
special education and general classes, provides over 40
pages of well-tested exercises to help early childhood/
primary students eliminate commonly reversed letters and
numbers. A solid understanding of left and right is key, and
Correcting Reversals begins with a basic review of this
concept using memory tricks. This book also offers rhymes
and memory games to help students recall which way to
shape their letters and numbers.

CO3643 • $299.00

LDA80020 • $24.95
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Special Needs
Appreciating Differences

Attention Seeking: A Complete Guide for
Teachers 2nd Ed

Jennifer Overend Prior, M. Ed. • 1 74025 807 X

The core of activities for this book are four literature
selections, which set the stage for discussions about
differences. The activities encourage cooperative learning,
Multiple Intelligences, learning style, and lesson planning
across the key learning areas. This book is designed for
primary school students.

TCM2369 • $24.95

How to Manage Your Inclusive Classroom
Cindy Holzschuher • 1 86401 752 X

How to Manage Your Inclusive Classroom offers ideas for
addressing and planning for a wide range of individual
abilities within the regular classroom. It will help you
understand special needs students and the laws that affect
their education. Inclusion improves the educational system
for all students. To be successful though, it requires
changes in the curriculum, in how teachers provide
instructional services, and in how students with and
without disabilities interact during the school day. Schools
must become caring communities in which the needs of all
children are met.

2118 • $35.95

Including the Special Needs Child
Grace Bickert • 1 74025 802 9

As special needs children are more commonly being
included in Primary schools, the student population is
becoming more and more diverse and the needs of these
students need to be met, adapted lessons are a must. This
book begins with an introduction to the included classroom
and proceeds to offer adapted lessons in the following
basic skills: Small Motor Activities, Gross Motor Activities,
Sensory Integration, Group Activities and Recipes for
Sensory Activities.

1 74170 418 9 • Nigel Mellor

‘Attention Seeking, Second Edition’ is focused on solving
the distressing problems raised by attention seeking
behaviour, both in classrooms and in pre-school settings.
The book includes: a 10 step programme setting out clear
strategies to use; material on the use of stories; discussion
of problems with time-out; cutting-edge coverage of ADHD,
chaos, autism, language problems and attachment; and
ideas for managing parent meetings at school. Written for
teachers, staff, lecturers and researchers, this book is ideal
for anyone wanting to understand more about the motives of attention seeking and
reduce this unwanted behaviour in the young people they work with.

SA4189 • $55.95
Understanding and Supporting Children
with ADHD- Strategies for Teachers,
Parents and Other Professionals
1 74170 390 5 • Lesley A Hughes & Paul Cooper

Drawing directly from real classroom experience, this
book shows how to use effective management strategies
to improve behaviour in the classroom and at home.
This interdisciplinary approach will provide teachers with
strategies to deal with disruptive behaviours and promote
positive behaviour, advice on how teachers can support
and guide parents, advice on collaborative working, and
how teachers can build partnerships with other professionals.

SA3905 • $49.95

In a Nutshell: ADD (Attention Deﬁcit
Disorder): What We Know, What We Can Do
1 74101 775 0 • Susan Archibald Marcus

Children and adults with Attention Deﬁcit Disorder (ADD)
look like regular people. But behind the face lies a
perplexing disability, one whose associated behaviour tells
the story. This book addresses several of the treatments
that are prevalent and standard, as well as some new and
exciting treatments that can change the way we look at
this condition

INA2630 • $24.95

Creating an Inclusive School, Second Ed
Richard A. Villa, Jacqueline S. Thousand
• 1 74101 692 4

RF7750 • $15.00

In this comprehensive resource on inclusive schooling,
administrators, general and special educators and
parents explore how inclusive education can support
a diverse student body at all year levels. They show
how schools can meet standards and provide a ‘least
restrictive environment’ for students with disabilities by
using cooperative learning, teaming, multi-age grouping,
multicultural education, social skills training, and
educational technology applications. And they explain
how to facilitate change by using universal design principles and other curricular,
instructional, assessment and organisational practices.

ADD/ADHD Alternatives in the Classroom
1 74101 697 5 • Thomas Armstrong

This special needs resource identiﬁes what teachers can do
to boost the success of students with learning difﬁculties.
The book provides practical classroom examples for
teachers and gives strategies to empower instead of
controlling children with ADD/ADHD. It outlines the
seven assumptions and limitations of ADD/ADHD children
including biological disorder, the most effective approach
and other disorders ADD/ADHD children may have.

105019 • $39.95

199273 • $19.95

Different Brains, Different Learners,
Second Edition

A New View of AD/HD: Success Strategies
for the Impulsive Learner

Eric P. Jensen • 9781742396279

Different learners have different ways of learning, but when
students are exposed to chronic stress, trauma or drugs,
or when a student’s brain is impacted by developmental
delays, abnormality or chemical imbalances, academic
achievement is threatened. Educators need to be able
to understand the symptoms and make appropriate
adjustments in the classroom. Packed with powerful tools
and strategies to help learners improve brain function, this
guide presents a concise outline for identifying prevalent
impairments. Different Brains, Different Learners helps teachers become facilitators of
successful interventions that can turn at-risk students into conﬁdent achievers!

of weakness.

CO1023 • $55.95

CO1090 • $21.95

1 74170 109 0 • Eric P. Jensen

Diagnoses of AD/HD are exploding in the student population.
A New View of AD/HD reviews the most current research
and offers practical insight into how to get the best
out of these distracted students with a common-sense
approach that includes concise and workable action steps.
Your frustration will be dramatically reduced and your
effectiveness increased when you understand how to
identify and teach to strengths instead of focusing on areas

28

Special Needs
Step-By-Step Literacy Program:
An Accelerated Literacy Program Book

Embracing Difﬁculties in the Classroom
Toby Karten • 1 74170 703 X

The author demonstrates the impact of literature, selfadvocacy, role playing and strategic interventions on student
growth and achievement. The numerous lessons, tables,
rubrics, instructional guidelines and charts help provide
special education and general education teachers, principals
and leaders with both effective instructional strategies for
curriculum delivery and responsive approaches to promoting
positive attitudes toward disabilities. Given appropriate
support and an accepting environment, all students are able
to achieve, thrive and succeed at school and life!

Gilly Czerwonka

The Step-by-Step Literacy Program is designed to help
students as they enter the secondary phase of school. Set
out in easy unit lessons, these books aim to be a ‘second
chance’ for students who need extra support to continue
developing spelling skills.

Book 1 FA5356
Book 2 FA5364
Book 3 FA5372

CO703X • $49.95

Helping Students with Autistic Spectrum
Disorders to Learn
1 74170 389 1 • Mary Pittman

Helping Students with Autistic Spectrum Disorders to
Learn provides guidelines to help educators structure the
classroom environment, understand and improve behaviour,
and look at transition through the eyes of students with
Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD). With invaluable insights
from the author’s many years of practice, this resource
includes visual resources for supporting learning and
behaviour, case studies to illustrate best practice, and
photocopiable activities for staff training exercises.

SA3891 • $46.95

Brain-Friendly Strategies for the Inclusion
Classroom
1 74170 481 2 • Judy Willis

If you’ve ever felt unprepared to teach students with
learning disabilities, here’s a book that will extend your
brain-friendly teaching practices to address students
with learning disabilities and other special challenges.
Neurologist and classroom teacher Judy Willis explains
how the research on how people learn can help you. The
book provides lots of sample lessons, teaching strategies
and tips including why to offer more choice and a wider
variety of participation options and why it’s important to
include physical movement in classes with ADHD students.

107040 • $32.95
More Inclusion Strategies That Work! Aligning
Student Strengths with Standards

Teaching Students with Autism Spectrum
Disorders
Roger Pierangelo, George Giuliani • 1 74170 702 1

This practical book describes the characteristics of
speciﬁc disorders, including autistic disorder, childhood
disintegrative disorder, Rett syndrome, pervasive
developmental disorder-not otherwise speciﬁed and
Asperger syndrome. Written by experts in special education
and psychology, this user-friendly resource summarises
current research and presents a comprehensive overview
of how to teach students with autism spectrum disorders
(ASD). The authors discuss intervention strategies for
implementing effective educational programs that give youngsters with ASD the
opportunity to learn and interact with their peers.

CO7021 • $49.95

Classroom Management Techniques for
Students with ADHD
Roger Pierangelo, George Giuliani • 1 74170 701 3

Working with students who have been diagnosed with
Attention Deﬁcit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) presents
unique challenges for educators. This valuable resource
provides general and special education professionals with
an understanding of ADHD and appropriate strategies to
help children participate in the classroom experience and
develop to their fullest potential. Use this indispensable text
to help you work effectively with parents, other professionals
and the outside community in fostering successful learning
experiences for students with ADHD.

Book 4 FA5380
Book 5 FA5399
$32.95 Each

Toby Karten • 1 74170 738 2

More Inclusion Strategies That Work! focuses on using
the strengths of students with disabilities to give them
more conﬁdence and a greater advantage when learning
new concepts. With research-based methods for
identifying and meeting the needs of students with special
needs, this valuable guide presents instructional and
accommodation strategies to help all students access the
general curriculum. Whether you are a general or a special
education P–12 teacher, you’ll return again and again to
this must-have reference to meet the challenges of inclusive instruction and celebrate
the successes of all the students in your classroom, especially those with disabilities.

CO7382 • $60.00

Inclusion Strategies that Work
Toby Karten • 1 74170 550 9

Whether you are a general or a special education P–12
teacher, this practical resource gives you research-based
tools that make differentiating instruction for all students
much easier. It includes an array of lists, charts, curriculum
suggestions, tips for working with parents, strategies for
preparing Individual Educational Plans (IEPs), activities
and applications and sample inclusion dilemmas. It also
gives you information on disability characteristics as well
as complementary instructional plans. The challenges of
an inclusive classroom can often be overwhelming – don’t
miss the most comprehensive guide to show you how to make Inclusion work!

CO5509 • $65.00

CO7013 • $37.95
Inclusion Strategies That Work for
Adolescent Learners

Classroom Management for Students with
Emotional & Behavioral Disorders
Roger Pierangelo, George Giuliani • 1 74170 700 5

Written by experts in the ﬁeld of special education, this
guide provides a clear and comprehensive overview of
emotional and behavioural disorders (EBD), along with
practical guidelines for working with students diagnosed
with EBD. Classroom Management for Students With
Emotional and Behavioural Disorders provides invaluable
guidance for redirecting students toward more appropriate
behaviours, building important social skills and establishing
a positive classroom climate for all learners.

CO7005 • $39.95

Toby Karten• 1 74239 063 5

This accessible guidebook helps teachers focus on teaching
and learning for results using a wide variety of strategies,
including differentiated instruction, universal design
for learning, brain-based learning, RTI, and evidencebased practice. Other areas of focus include classroom
management and helping adolescents transition to life after
high school. With helpful forms, activities, graphic organisers
and quotations throughout, this teacher-friendly resource
provides the background to creating an inclusive classroom environment and researchbased practices to maximise learners’ potentials and strengths.

CO0635 • $75.00

29

Special Needs
Educating Children with a Complex
Condition

Strengths-Based Counseling With At-Risk
Youth

Winand H. Dittrich, Rona Tutt• 1 74170 873 7

1 74170 760 9 • Michael Ungar

This book blends together scientiﬁc knowledge from different
disciplines and translates it into practical terms for those
dealing with children with complex conditions. By bringing
together some of the latest research on how the brain
learns with what is known about identifying developmental
disorders that appear to have a common biological basis,
this book covers: what is known about a common group
of disorders, (including ADHD, autistic spectrum disorders,
dyslexia, dyscalculia and dyspraxia); how to recognise when a child may have more than one
condition; and what teaching approaches and strategies might be most relevant.

‘Strengths-Based Counselling With At-Risk Youth’ provides the
tools both to understand and access strengths buried beneath
problem behaviours. It offers speciﬁc, effective strategies in
working with adolescents to construct positive identities and
realistic action plans. Features include: six chapters for youth
engagement, covering common problem behaviours; an
entire chapter on bullying; an abundance of real-life examples
and counselling narratives; and a Resilient Youth Strengths
Inventory to assess resilience and identify areas that need strengthening.

CO0302 • $39.95

SA8737 • $39.95

Let’s Talk: Using Personal Construct
Psychology to Support Children and
Young People

The Autism Inclusion Kit
Maggie Bowen, Lynn Plimley • 1 74170 7403

A growing number of pupils with Autistic Spectrum
Disorders (ASDs) are educated in mainstream settings.
To support them effectively and maximise their learning
potential, it is essential that all school staff fully understand
their needs. This complete training package can be
delivered during staff meetings to ensure autism-friendly
practice throughout the school. This toolkit demonstrates
the value of using self-evaluation tools to improve services
and includes notes on training, activities to facilitate
discussion, case studies, a list of further resources, and
a CD-ROM. Anybody working with children and young people with Autism Spectrum
Disorder will ﬁnd this a ﬂexible and valuable resource.

Simon Burnham • 1 74170 416 2

This book introduces the theory of Personal Construct
Psychology (PCP) in an accessible way, and provides
exercises and examples to illustrate its relevance to all our
lives. He explains how to use PCP in support and interview
sessions with young people, and its use can be extended
to use in the practice of advocacy and representation.
This book offers valuable practical ways to enhance the
work they do. The book sets out to inﬂuence practice, and
includes a PowerPoint interview and assessment session.

SA4162 • $49.95

SA7404 • $75.00

What Every Teacher Should Know About
Special Learners

Autism Spectrum Disorders: Interventions
and Treatments for Children and Youth
Richard L. Simpson, et al • 1 74170 233 X

For easy access, the book is organised into the following
ﬁve intervention categories-Interpersonal Relationships,
Skill-Based Treatment Programs, Cognitive Methods,
Physiological/Biological/Neurological Approaches, and
Other Treatments and Interventions. Each category contains
several detailed reviews, including: A description of the
intervention or treatment; Reported beneﬁts and effects
associated with its use; A synthesis of how the outcomes
relate to individuals with ASD; A discussion of who is best
qualiﬁed to implement it, including when and where; Potential costs and risks.

Donna E. Walker Tileston • 1 74170 348 4

Teaching and learning strategies have a profound effect
on students with disabilities, as well as on gifted and
talented students. Topics include: Special education
categories; Identifying and working with special learners;
Special learners in the regular classroom; Helping students
use a variety of modalities to process, store and retrieve
information; Effective teaching and learning strategies for
at-risk students including grouping strategies, peer tutoring
and computer-assisted instruction; Differentiating content,
process and product for gifted students; and more!

CO3484 • $27.95

CO233X • $65.95

Fostering Resilience, 2nd Edition

Children and Youth with Asperger Syndrome
Brenda Smith Myles • 1 74101 743 2

Asperger Syndrome (AS) is a disorder in the autism
spectrum. This excellent book provides important
strategies in teaching children diagnosed with Asperger
Syndrome, and presents research-based instructional,
behavioural and environmental strategies for teachers,
including: Environmental modiﬁcations, including visual
supports and organisational strategies; Technology
accommodations; Transition planning; Emotional,
behavioural and social supports.

CO7432 • $45.95

Martin Krovetz • 1 74170 645 9

Practical and reader-friendly, this text presents four
elements that characterise resilient learning communities:
care for students, high expectations, substantive support
and participation. This second edition of the book
features an added case study, revisits schools from the
ﬁrst edition, and describes how some schools stayed on
track, how others fell away and then recovered, and how
others are struggling to come back. School leaders will
also ﬁnd: Sample questionnaires, strategies and tools for
self-evaluation; a list of critical elements for curriculum,
instruction and assessment practices.

CO6459 • $45.95

Every Child Can Learn: Using Learning
Tools and Play to help children with
developmental delay

Reaching and Teaching Stressed and
Anxious Learners in Grades 4-8

Katrin Stroh, Thelma Robinson and Alan Proctor • 1 74170 421 9

Barbara Oehlberg • 1 74170 635 1

Topics include: Neurobiology of the developing child and
how cognitive lock-out from the neocortex occurs during
stress responses; strategies for reactivating cognitive
skills, memory, and the ability to learn following stress
responses; and how acting-out behaviours are linked
to stress and trauma. These programs and strategies
enhance feelings of safety and optimism in learning
environments, transforming hopelessness and anxiety into
resiliency and hope.

With an accessible and positive approach, as well as an
accompanying CD-ROM,this book focuses on helping
children learn and develop their potential, concentrating on
what children can, rather than cannot do. This approach
can be extended to all aspects of the child’s life, enabling
them to participate in everyday activities at home and
school. Fully illustrated, this book offers techniques and
activities to help children develop their learning, and is
suitable for anyone working with or caring for a child with learning difﬁculties.

SA4219 • $79.95

CO6351 • $45.95
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8

103010

Maths Wonders to Inspire Teachers & Students

$35.95

18

IFA19312

Mental Aerobics

$27.95

18

6097

Mind Bogglers (Reproducible)

$20.75

21

IFA2528

Mind Stretchers Maths Years 6-9

$27.45

21

IFA2530

Mind Stretchers Science

$27.45

$46.95
25 & 26 SOT4978
25

SOT5012

25

SOT5029

25

SOT4947

18 & 21 IFA2529

$35.95
$35.00
$35.00
$35.00
$35.00
$29.95

Mind Stretchers Vocab

$27.45

28

CO7382

More Inclusion Strategies That Work!

$60.00

18

IFA2906

More Mind Bogglers Homework Booklet

$10.50

$35.95

7

HB6320

Motivating Underachievers - Revised

$32.95

$50.00

22

CO1120

Music With the Brain in Mind

$39.95

6

CO0728

How the Gifted Brain Learns

$49.95

12

TCM3049

Mysteries in History: Ancient History 5-8

$39.95

26

CO3643

How the Special Needs Brain Learns, 2nd Ed (Multimedia)

$299.00

12

TCM3048

Mysteries in History: World History 5-8

$39.95

26

CO4701

How the Special Needs Brain Learns, 2nd Edition

$49.95

11

4498

Nifty Fifty-Challenges

$34.95

4159

One Step Ahead

$33.50

19

PE4565

How to Differentiate Instruction

$15.00

13

14

101043

How to Differentiate Instruction in Mixed-Ability Classroom

$32.95

23

HB8168

Open Ended Math Tasks: Space, Chance and Data

$39.95

27

2118

How to Manage Your Inclusive Classroom

$35.95

23

HB1784

Open Ended Maths Tasks (VELS edition) + CD

$39.95
$39.95

9

105106

How to Teach So Students Remember

$29.95

23

HB2313

Open Ended Maths Tasks + CD

11

4560

Ideas To Go

$34.95

11

4497

OPQ _ Off Beat Adventures with Alphabet

$27.95

6

CO5169

Identifying & Enhancing the Strengths of Gifted Learners

$39.95

20

3654

$31.00

20

3656

Our Only Earth Series: Divided World: Poverty Hunger &
O/Pop
Our Only Earth Series: Endangered Species: Their Struggle

20

3652

Our Only Earth Series: Future Tropical Rainforests

$31.00
$31.00

6

CO9148

Igniting Creativity in Gifted Learners, K-6

$59.95

12

HB5103

Improving Thinking in the Classroom- 2nd Edition

$32.95

25

SA1328

$39.95

20

3653

Our Only Earth Series: Our Troubled Skies

27

RF7750

Improving Working Memory: Supporting Students'
Learning
In a Nutshell - ADD: What We Know, What We Can Do

$15.00

20

3651

Our Only Earth Series: The Energy Crisis

$31.00

18

HB9653

In Full Bloom: A Thinking Approach to...

$29.95

20

3657

Our Only Earth Series: The Ocean Crisis

$31.00

27

INA2630

Including the Special Needs Child

$24.95

20

3655

Our Only Earth Series: War: The Global Battleﬁeld

$31.00

25

CO5193

Inclusion Activities that Work, Lower Primary

$24.95

24

SA0077

$39.95

25

CO5207

Inclusion Activities that Work, Primary

$24.95

2

CO1243

Overcoming Difﬁculties with Number: Supporting
Dyscalculia and Students who Struggle with Maths
Parallel Curriculum Units for Science, Years 6-12

25

CO5215

Inclusion Activities that Work, Middle Years

$24.95

2

CO1250

Parallel Curriculum Units for Years P-6

$42.95

24

SOT9706

Inclusion Strategies & Interventions

$32.95

7

2526

Parents as Lifelong Teachers of the Gifted

$29.95

28

CO5509

Inclusion Strategies that Work

$65.00

28

CO0635

Inclusion Strategies That Work for Adolescent Learners

$75.00

12

HB6177

Independent Science Challenges

$29.95

13

6212

Infusing Thinking Middle Yrs Resource Bk

$69.95

23

7815

Infusion Blackline Masters

$45.00

19

HB9052

Inquiry Science P-2

$19.95

8

CO5819

Integrating Inquiry Across the Curriculum

$52.95

16

INA879X

Integrating Thinking in Australian History

$39.95

16

INA8293

Integrating Thinking in English

$39.95

16

INA8811

Integrating Thinking in Geography

$39.95

16

INA8307

Integrating Thinking in Maths

$39.95

16

INA8315

Integrating Thinking in Science

$39.95

17

HB03150

Inter. Unit: Courage

$54.95

17

HB03154

Inter. Unit: Energy

$54.95

17

17

HB669X

Inter. Unit: Hereos

$54.95

3

17

HB03162

Inter. Unit: Shakespeare

$54.95

24

CO5647

17

HB03166

Inter. Unit: Survival

$54.95

6 & 14 NE1287

$31.00

$39.95

Parents› and Carers› Guide for Able and Talented Children

$19.95
$49.95

25

CO5630

Pediatric Disorders

19

3814

PI in the Sky: Hands-On Mathematical

$35.95

33

HBP230

Poster: thinkbox

$110.00

33

HBP243

Poster: thinktower

$110.00

19

NE8056

Power of Diversity

$49.95

25

CO5067

Preventing Problem Behaviours

$49.95

6

3050

Probing Deeper - Issues in Gifted Education

$43.45

10

CO1137

Problem Solving in Mathematics, Grades 3-6

$45.95

17

5348

Problem Solving Reas & Strat P-2

$21.95

17

CO5363

Problem-Based Learning for Maths & Science 2nd Edition

$42.95

8

CO5339

$45.95

101064

Problem-Based Learning: An Inquiry Approach, 2nd
Edition
Problems as Possibilities

CO5883

Promoting Academic Achievement Among English Learners

$39.95

Psychiatric Disorders: Current Topics and Interventions
for Educators

$49.95

$37.95

QTY

Page
24

Code
SOT2301

24

SOT6040

9

CO4425

18

IFA2524

21
21
3

NE3763
NE3720
HGP6132

24

SA1342

29

CO6351

Title
Pyramid of Behavior Interventions: Seven Keys to a
Positive
Pyramid Response to Intervention
Quality Questioning: Research-Based Practice to Engage
Every
Quick Thinkers Challenges to Fill Idle
Reaching out to all Learners
Reaching out to all Thinkers
Real World Algebra

Price
$27.95
$35.00
$49.95
$27.45
$9.95
$9.95
$65.00
$47.95

QTY

Page
10

Code
HB7920

Title
Thinking with Rich Concepts

Price
$35.95

9

SA3840

Threads of Thinking - Young Children Learning

$49.95

22

INA3497

$32.95

4

3978

Tips,Tools & Timesavers for Thinking Success: Primary
& Midd
To Be Gifted & Learning Disabled

3

EIM6910

Under the Fairytale Tree

$24.95

27

SA3905

Understanding and Supporting Children with ADHD

$49.95

5

EIM6903

Understanding China

35.95

24

SOT6033

Understanding Response to Intervention

$35.00
$24.95

$43.45

24

SOT1854

Recognising and Planning for Special Needs in the Early
Years
Researching & Teaching Stressed & Anxious Learners
Yr 4-8
RTI & Differentiated Reading in the P-8 Classroom

$32.95

9

7

HB3301

Smart in the Middle Grades

$29.95

14

CO7068

Visual Knowing: Connecting Arts & Ideas

$35.95

11

4501

Smart Snips

$34.95

11

4500

Waker Uppers

$34.95

23

HB7072

Using Open Ended Maths Tasks - High School

$45.95

14

107025

Using Technology with Classroom Instruction that Works

$39.95

SA3956

Using Thinking Skills in the Primary Classroom

$45.95

2&5

EIM7047

Solving Logic Problems, Years 4-7

$32.95

29

CO3484

What Every Teacher Should Know About Special Learners

$27.95

21

MMA2106

Start-Ups: Research Grades 3-6

$29.95

16

2201

What If? Book 1

$17.95

12

MMA2032

Start-Ups: Thinking Grades 3-6 (Revised)

$29.95

16

2203

What If? Book 2

$17.95

28

FA5356

Step by Step Literacy Prog Book 1

$32.95

25

CO4015

When Kids Are Grieving

32.95

28

FA5364

Step by Step Literacy Prog Book 2

$32.95

33

HB8508

Where Assessment Meets Thinking and Learning

$79.95

28

FA5372

Step by Step Literacy Prog Book 3

$32.95

33

HB3522

Where Thinking and Learning Meet

$69.95

$32.95

9

CO4766

Why Are School Buses Always Yellow?

$49.95

HB2163

Working with Differentiating Curriculum & Instruction

$15.95

HB1540

Working with Parents & Families

$15.95

28

FA5380

Step by Step Literacy Prog Book 4

28

FA5399

Step By Step Literacy Prog Book 5

$32.95

13

13

HB0221

Still Learning to Think Thinking to Learn

$32.95

14

26

LDA80022

Strengthening Visual Memory Skills

$24.95

29

CO0302

Strengths-Based Counselling With At-Risk Youth

$39.95

13

HB2449

Stretch Bend & Boggle

$24.95

10

CO247X

Student Successes with Thinking Maps

$49.95

23

104014

Summarization in Any Subject: 50 Techniques to Improve

$45.95

6

SA3913

Supporting Gifted and Talented Students

$46.95

11

HB06824

T is for Thinking

$27.45

3

SA1359

Talent Management in Education

$44.95

2

CO9072

Teaching Advanced Learners in the General Education
Classroom
Teaching Emotional Intelligence

$38.95

4 & 16 CO5878

$45.95

4

CO5894

Teaching for Deep Understanding

$54.95

4

CO5274

Teaching for Intelligence, Second Edition

$69.95

4

CO4545

Teaching for Successful Intelligence 2nd Edition

$49.95

10

CO1113

Teaching for Wisdom, Intelligence, Creativity, and Success

$49.95

6

SA3921

$46.95

8

CO2410

Teaching Gifted and Talented Students in the Primary
School
Teaching High School Science Through Inquiry

14

SA3875

Teaching Maths to Students with Different Learning Styles

$45.95

28

CO7021

Teaching Students with Autism Spectrum Disorders

$49.95

12

107073

Teaching the Brain to Read

$45.00

26

109074

Teaching with Poverty in Mind

$25.95

8

HB5398

Team Building Challenges

$32.95

19

HB3542

Team Challenges

$29.95

29

SA7404

The Autism Inclusion Toolkit with CDROM

$75.00

14

CO6424

The Developing Brain

$50.00

21

KA1724

The Dramatically Different Classroom: MI Activities

$47.95

7

7561

The Gifted Enigma - A Collection of Articles

$69.95

TOTAL

QTY

$

Attention ................................................................ Order Number .........................
Name of School .......................................................................................................
Address ...................................................................................................................
.................................................................... State ....................P/Code .................
Country ..................................................................................................................
Email: .....................................................................................................................

$59.95

10

CO2399

The New Taxonomy of Educational Objectives 2nd Edition

$59.95

7

CO0736

The Parallel Curriculum A Multimedia Kit

$150.00

7

CO0973

$39.95

7

CO0981

$59.95

9

CO474X

The Parallel Curriculum in the Classroom, Book 1 - Essays
fo
The Parallel Curriculum in the Classroom, Book 2 - Units
for
The School as a Home for the Mind, 2nd Edition

21

NE2791

The Thinking Child

$35.95

21

NE2783

The Thinking Child Resource Book

$39.95

22

IFA19131

Think & Discover Sc. - What makes Glowwo

$24.95

22

IFA19132

Think & Discover Sc.- Where Do Bears Sle

$24.95

3

SOT9263

$27.95

33

HB352X

Think Big, Start Small: How to Differentiate Instruction in a
Brain-Friendly Classroom
Thinkbox Poster and Book Set

$165.00

10

HB9645

Thinking Allowed: Thinking Tools for Mat

$29.95

14

NE2821

Thinking Skills & Eye Q

$65.95

17

CO0248

Thinking Strategies for Science, Grades 5-12 2nd Edition

$41.95

4

CO5312

Thinking Strategies for Stud Achievement Revised Edition

$49.95

$55.00

Yes, I would like to receive emails from Hawker Brownlow Education about
future workshops, conferences and the latest publications.

Terms of Trade

CAT012

• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount into
New Zealand dollars ($NZD) so that you can pay by cheque or credit card in New
Zealand dollars ($NZD).
• Full money-back guarantee.
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selected book page.
• We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will
accept undamaged returns for full credit or refund. Posters are for ﬁrm sale only and
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Lane Clark Thinking
Where Thinking and Learning Meet
When will we enable and empower our learners to
stretch their own thinking and learning?

Where Assessment Meets Thinking
and Learning
A symbiotic relationship
exists between thinking,
learning and assessment.
Criteria, void of thinking,
result in little more than
‘quantity’ statements or
statements of subjective
‘quality’ language.

• When they learn HOW to
learn
• When they are provided
with tools that allow them
to think in diverse ways
• When they are taught the
ways in which thinking
tools are layered and
framed to ensure rigour and
deep thinking, WITHIN the
learning process.
Journey with dynamic presenter Lane Clark, creator of
the highly successful ‘real thinking’ and ‘real learning’
workshops, as she demonstrates her approach in this
inspiring new publication, Where Thinking and Learning
Meet.

HB3522 • $69.95
1 74170 352 2

Neither stretches
the learner in their
performance, and the
latter results in confusion
and often a need for
moderation. When a
learner is provided with criteria, but is not given the
opportunity to develop knowledge and understanding
of their elements, its use is compromised and the end
result disappointing. This book is about the relationship
between assessment, thinking and learning. It’s where
assessment meets thinking and learning!

HB8508 • $79.95
1 74170 850 8

Poster: thinkbox

Thinkbox Poster and Book Set

Lane Clarke

Lane Clark

The thinkbox thinking framework identiﬁes levels of
thinking, and the skills, tools and strategies associated
with each level. Thinkbox assists learners in planning,
assessing and evaluating their thinking and learning
experiences. By design, the nature of the model best
suits those thinkers with a strong linguistic preference.
Use ensures that thinking skills and tools are made
explicit to the learner throughout the thinking and learning
experience. In turn, ownership of the thinking processes
will evolve and learners will come to learn how to think
for themselves. This is a classroom-sized poster, and includes the accompanying About
Thinkbox and Thinktower booklet.

If it is our goal to see an increase in student levels of
engagement and levels of high school retention, an
improvement in student performance standards and
learners skilled and ready to contribute to their world, then
we have got to rethink what we are doing, and how we
are doing it, in our schools. We’ve got to teach our kids
how to think and how to learn. In Where Thinking and
Learning Meet, Lane Clark challenges educational beliefs
and practices. This set includes the book, classroom-sized
thinkbox thinking and learning framework poster and
Processes for Thinking and Learning booklet.

HB352X • $165.00

HBP230 • $110.00
1100mm x 610mm Laminated

Brain-Basics Inquiry Immersion
Experiences
Poster: thinktower
Lane Clark

The ‘thinktower™’ thinking framework, identiﬁes levels
of thinking, and the skills, tools and strategies associated
with each level. The ‘thinktower™’ assists learners in
planning, assessing and evaluating their thinking and
learning experiences. The thinktower™has been designed
with visual or pre reading learners in mind. Teachers
demonstrate and use both models in order to meet
individual learner preferences. 5 individual sections, each
representing one thinking level. approx. 50 cm x 50 cm.
Full colour, fully encapsulated in laminate - write on / wipe
off. (Synthesis, Evaluation, Analysis, Knowledge/Comprehension, Infromation)

HBP243 • $110.00

Lane Clark, Andrew Edwards • 1 74170 893 1

The Brain Basics Resource Kit, offers educators the
opportunity to begin using the Clark think!nQ approach at
an enrty level of complexity. The Brain Basics focus has
been developed as a stand alone petite!nQuiry. Included
in this package is a detailed guide to implementing
brain basics through the think!nQ framework. Becuase
Brain Basics stands alone and is not connected in a
more sophisticated means to further areas of focus; and
because the guide will temper the depth and breadth
addressed within each stage of the model, we will call this inquiry petite!nQuiry.
For further examples of petite!nQuiries, see thinkbox / thinktower - a manual for
implementing thinking and learning in the classroom. Includes implementation book and
cards.

HB8931 • $199.00

Brain-Games
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Engage the Brain: Games
Marcia L. Tate • All books are 96 pages.
The Engage the Brain: Games series offers practical activities that energize students, increase brain connections to content, and reinforce learning in a nonthreatening
atmosphere. Derived from tested, research-based strategies found in the bestseller Worksheets Don’t Grow Dendrites, this book provides activities that incorporate games
aligned with national academic standards for language arts, math, science, social studies, physical education, art, and music. You will ﬁnd brain-friendly activities that can be
integrated easily into your lesson plans to inspire enthusiasm and help students achieve. Each game provides learning objectives, a comprehensive materials list, step-by-step
guidelines for playing the game, activities for extended learning, and required reproducibles such as game cards, game boards, and scorecards. Discover favorites such as
hopscotch, go ﬁsh, relay races, and charades applied to kindergarten content in games like Lovely-Letters Go Fish, Wacky Weather Charades, and Rhyme Time Bingo. All games
include a focus activity, modeling, guided practice, independent practice, and a closing. Students actively process content as they play existing games, and construct and design
a variety of new ones. Watch your students thrive and grow with creative experiences that incorporate movement, teamwork, healthy competition, and interpersonal skills!

Book 1 • CO6564

Book 6 • CO6610

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Letters, rhymes, and sequence
Numbers and counting
Maps, neighborhoods, and citizenship
Physical, life, and earth sciences
Art, music, physical education, and much more

Writing and editing
Decimals, measurement, and charting
State capitals, geography, and history
Physical, earth, life, and space sciences
Art music, physical education, and much more!

Book 2 • CO6572

English, Middle Years • CO6629

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Sentence structure, synonyms, and reading
Symbols and landmarks
Citizenship and history
Physical, earth, and life sciences
Math, money, making change, and more!

Reading comprehension
Listening and speaking
Sentences and words with multiple meanings
Writing and editing
Language conventions, and much more!

Book 3 • CO6580

Maths, Middle Years • CO6637

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Cause and effect
Antonyms, synonyms, and language
Patterns, classiﬁcation, and symmetry
Physical, earth, and life sciences
Art, music, physical education, and more!

Number and operations
Algebra and geometry
Measurement, value, and conversion
Data analysis, probability, stock market math,
and much more!

Book 4 • CO6599

Science, Middle Years • CO6645

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Vocabulary, spelling, and grammar
Fractions, symmetry, and time
Animals and habitats
Fact or ﬁction, inventions, and design
Art, music, physical education, and more!

Book 5 • CO6602
•
•
•
•
•

Sentences, writing, and spelling
Math, metrics, and probability
Geography and history
Physical, earth, and life sciences
Art, music, physical education, and much more!

Elements and compounds
Animals, the human body, and genetics
Earth and life cycles
Solar system and space science
Energy, time, and more!

Social Studies, Middle Years •
CO6653
•
•
•
•
•

Maps, continents, and oceans
American and world history
Government, citizenship, and law
Middle ages, renaissance, and colonial periods
World cultures, traditions, and more!

$24.95 Each

Inclusion Activities
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Inclusion Activities That Work!
Toby J. Karten • All books are 96 pages.

Proven inclusion strategies for every classroom!
Expert educator Toby J. Karten helps teachers meet the challenge of inclusion by providing the tools
they need to teach identical curriculum standards to students with diverse abilities. Following the
format of her best-selling Inclusion Strategies That Work!, Karten translates core strategies into
adaptable, classroom-tested activities, helping both general and special education teachers to: •
Include students of differing abilities, learning styles and intelligences • Promote learning beyond
the basic concepts
• Enhance student performance and improve study skills • Create an accepting classroom climate
that motivates all learners.
Book 1 Lower Primary • 1 74170 519 3 • CO5193
Includes: graphic organisers and word play that build word deciphering and comprehension skills; creative
techniques for using hands-on maths manipulatives and games; different methods for students of multiple
intelligences to approach the same task; and interactive strategies for improving speaking and listening skills.

Book 2 Primary • 1 74170 520 7 • CO5207
Includes: strategies for building vocabulary and improving comprehension skills; a step-by-step guide through the
writing process; planners and graphic organisers; logic boxes, maths wheels, and other organisers for working
with higher-level maths concepts and word problems; self- and peerassessment tools.

Book 3 Middle Years • 1 74170 521 5 • CO5215
Includes: strategies for deciphering difﬁcult words and ﬁgurative language; a step-by-step guide through the writing process; planners and graphic
organisers; meaningful, real-life maths connections through authentic tasks; and self- and peerassessment tools.

$24.95 Each

Engage the Brain: Graphic
Organisers and Other
Visual Strategies
Marcia L. Tate • All books are 96 pages.

Brain-compatible activities to inspire active learning in the
classroom! Derived from the research-based strategies
presented in Worksheets Don’t Grow Dendrites: 20
Instructional Strategies That Engage the Brain, these
valuable resources offer a variety of standards-based,
brain-compatible activities that give teachers the tools to
reinforce student learning with graphic organisers and
other visuals, such as:
• Semantic maps
• Cycle charts
• Word Walls
• Sequencing maps
• Word webs
• Cluster maps
• Graphs
• Models and manipulatives

Book 1: CO4707
Book 2: CO4677
Book 3: CO4693
Book 4: CO4685
Book 5: CO4669
Book 6: CO4650
Middle Years Maths: CO4723
Middle Years English: CO4715
Middle Years Science: CO4774

Book
B
k1
1: CO4707

Book 2: CO4677

Book 3: CO4693

Book 4: CO4685

Book 5: CO4669

B
k6
Book
6: CO4650

Middle Years Maths:
CO4723

Middle Years Science:
CO4774

Middle Years English:
CO4715

$24.95 Each

Differentiation
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Brain-Compatible Activities
David A. Sousa • All books are 96 pages.

Practical, brain-compatible activities every teacher can use!
Medical research has given educators insight into how the human brain acquires
knowledge. Brain-Compatible Activities applies this scientiﬁc evidence to practical, readyto-use activities for your classroom. Divided by year level and organised by content area,
these resources are packed with step-by-step lesson plans and activities that can help you:
• Transform your teaching practices by using brain-compatible strategies to teach common
topics
• Enhance student learning by using graphic organisers, movement, music, mnemonic
devices, cooperative learning and more
• Meet curriculum outcomes for each year level.
Book 1 Lower Primary • 1 74170 464 2 • CO4642
Includes topics such as phonics, reading ﬂuency, computation, money, community,
scientiﬁc inquiry and much more!
Book 2 Primary • 1 74170 462 6 • CO4626
Includes topics such as word selection, poetry, reading ﬂuency, geometry,
negative numbers, modes of exchange, animal habits, clouds and much more!
Book 3 Middle Years • 1 74170 463 4 • CO4634
Includes topics such as vocabulary, characterisation, percentages, word problems, family
history, historical research, mitosis, chemical equations and much more!

$24.95 Each

Activities for the Differentiated
Classroom
Gayle H. Gregory, Carolyn Chapman
• All books are 96 pages.

Book 11: CO541X

Book 2: CO5428

Book 3: CO5436

Book 4: CO5444

Book 5: CO5452

Book 66: CO5460

Classroom-ready activities to help all your students
learn! Differentiated instruction enables teachers to plan
strategically so they can meet each student’s individual
needs. Based on strategies presented in the best-selling
Differentiated Instructional Strategies: One Size Doesn’t
Fit All, Second Edition, these unique resources provide
teachers with a wide array of practical activities for their
differentiated classrooms. These activities help teachers:
• Adjust learning based on each student’s needs with
choice boards, cubing, graphic organisers, cooperative
group learning and other research-based strategies
• Save time with ready-to-use activities that can be
immediately incorporated into lesson plans
• Reach students according to their readiness
and abilities.

Book 1: CO541X
Book 2: CO5428
Book 3: CO5436
Book 4: CO5444
Book 5: CO5452
Book 6: CO5460
Middle Years Maths: CO4618
Middle Years English: CO5487
Middle Years Science: CO5479

$24.95 Each

Maths: CO4618

English: CO5487

Science: CO5479

*CAT012*
CAT012

